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serve thrOe purposes* Sbne Is asere or less important than the
other. First, cultural values may be studied| values such as
customs, art, and folklore, which are part of the history of
and nMeh tend to fuse into the history of
, by learning the sources of conflict
and the causes of the failures in assimilation processes, 
certain problems within the minority group1 s internal rela­
tionships may perhaps be alleviated* Problems or difficulties 
arising out of relationships with the majority may tend to be 
mitigated* A third value is the potential means of bringing 
about assimilation and ultimate fusion of cultures and peoples* 
Equipped with the factual findings of social science, mutual 
understanding can be broadened, educational processes can be 
strengthened, universal cultural integration can be effected, 
and purposeful, determined policies for the attainment of 
universal social adjustment may be formulated*
The process of integrating social interaction of peoples 
without eonfL let does not just "grow like Topsy.* Ethnic 
assimilation is no more an immaculate conception than is flood 
control, or land and resources conservation* There must be 
planning. And without adequate study and rfsearch, without 
contributing factors from all sciences and all institutions, 
there can be only a deepening chaos.
.This thesis, broad in its scope, perhaps even too 
broad, is intended to be a contributing factor for social
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understandable. Mex3o will, throughout this thesis,
refer to naturalised Americ ana who had, previous to naturall* 
sation, been oitisems of Mexico, and/or ©hiltam of those, or 
©hll&ren of Mexicans bora in the United States who selected 
the TJfcited states as their to&m country upon reaching their 
«jert%*, itiere context safer-it ee«vwieBtt rnxXmm^kmmxtmm 
M U  he referred to as ei tissue of lexjfe am descent or of 
Mexicvn extraction*^
Concentration sal Distribution in the Omlted States:
It is estimated that Mexicans ***4 l̂ xio&it̂ Americans ©onsti-
tute more than four million people In tbs cmited States*
lOtem we broadcast Good neighbor programs in Spanish, it seldom occurs to ms that there is a sissble Mexioaii population in cmr midst ami that the Good Sei^xbor po­licy might tot well start here, at hoM, within our 
omt borders.5
Oarey McWilliams adds:
Since thp_ Mexican is toe newest of the large Immigrant groups [the fourth largest in the Waited States7 a large second generation bora of parents of Mexican national itj is only m m  coming into ®aturity*4
fti© heaviest concentrations of this fourth largest
ethnic group are found 3m California* lew Mexjb o, Arizona,
2Huth 1* fuck, lot with the list Clew Tories Bar court, Brace and company, 194WT WTVEB&i*^see appendix 0* see also discussions in Oarey McWilliams* Brokers Under the Skim, pp. 136-146 and Emory S* Sogardms, * h ^ KW  Touth.* and Social Sesemrch. Tol. if* September* 1943.„  «*A wwmiiwh mm-urnm* «wi*r * * »pp. jB~vZ*
3 Carey iMUllawt Brothars Under the Skin, p. 115.
* Ibid.. p. 126,
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Xm M i  stofty mf WmxiMm. in ib© United States $
fanX &* f^toae tlmt at least a# a«*3gr a* Xtit*
ita&mi 'toSMfttwm wt&t IwMg: f m  m % M m  ftoltog*: to
1SU* V**tto- gptoon&l MBtop# iif flat laqpttto& Y&LXagr fWtoat 
Q m w m  l«taapt ympemA tto topoartation of iloasl napoo ast a> 
#ost of C U M  gasr afts&t pin# to me$m Mm
p it  n a tto n  « o p i jp iftto i# ®
totoaf ttotftapo# to wafton# to&Mtotoft* Mdov&tog ft’ 
to* ia$pt«* niPi itotoMtotft tor ■ toM»fttof Malawi lifttor to 
m m &  SJtos&totoX. aento^e to tfe# 0iiltod StotM*
tfeftift ft' 'itMi *Pfc li ajj’%>»- if** rtfŴ'T̂ b̂i f ih *« ifftff r*IH>i *u*ft i 7ia*wiirr-i -it-iat —* ■»—’ fit*** iiaWWit-t -tf ̂t' ‘fit iKt ~WiMr iiJS310W IHm «|p3SI5S^
It tame fho otoasr of BesMaam iwsigsp&ttoa to to#
to ft to ft S ta tes  fa- to  te rn #  tto  r le a  o f g re a t re g io n a l indu® toi#&^mll£#toLtog# utotog* *i trw* pmitn®*. engar ti##t p&nstottom* vistas wggttobl* and eeitofe- 
torf&sto* flaw of toxieaa pepuUttim to t#  «*ft& stato. minejftas wi tot 1 to
peoi^arito*^
Altton^t* to will to indtomtod fmWmw to tMi stogy* 
tens tiBdpaile tom* to eso&to toe itfflmltiM of rev&ltt- 
ttoK to itetoo* m t  of tSmm w m m  to toe M  teft States to 
Xo$l£ for woa^* Use retoluttee toft ftletofeeft toe M t o f  of 
llexico* fto w orM itg people fount at t$M»* mwto*
wftttoiit spapMWfttf- 3tototoftf:'towspi- tost wese siNiir'
Igrtoe «CHt«qr» tot to# 'ifceitofts needed ten* wttoatito toar
Pm&X Um IMler* Bsecleaxi Î ator in the tot toft ftto
i m m *  of 0 a i ^ n i J  r a ^ a a H ?
25 Rath 2). taels, ^ |  Mljsfe thg g»«i ?. €0*
mm%wm to too 1 M «  States# Si ted to- fesl ttet m m M M m m  
w m m  totter north of too toriss*- tor*# fnstt pita it tots topt
In ovary t e d ^ j t  story* tlio Xstor mmtztmt&w 
appsoro, dtoootly or tMirsatly* Tkmm m m  m mtmmg 
puli of X&tor*»soXleI ting from too todtedt States# m  
mil m  too t e p&M to X»r# ite dl sorter in Wm&m*; it is  perftetly coaoolvablo that, ted Bra&iX# for instesos, toon ssspmitof anfi ia&usirtoXXBiiig at thin tiao» and tho Uai tod Staten suffaring from a later surplus# te&iXo&te of Mmimmm m u M  hmwm te«a having from Vera Cnas for W m  smith.
fcftey e « s  toeaase they nested** is a Xs&ft*i& nfeite M.#it noil be areeied OS03P to* tealem settle-
meiate to oaigr n aml&m®%tmm tow* *♦* Bathing' emiM to inore oae&atl* than too statements of mm^mmt Indnstriali© to aad. a^rteaX tersli 8 ts that too toocieoa totemr oao teaa their mils at to* pts»-
poot of toing tepriwi of his* toe WmSMmtl M
she oaae to the ini tot States to repre­
sent a large port-of tee parents of too saws studio# to this
n»
giffagjsa.iyyf l ^ i ^ f  of $testo«o eOtetet&Oa represent s' 
tetetoattoi part of the popitotion of toe toil tod Stetee# 
ItotiMate* teoo gsoged tetesen toea* asl four isiXlieas* W&t 
u H  pmpla of Kaxioan extraction am- too&oanee or oittom 
of Hosstos* fte minority represented to too Unite# State* 
ago either iooa^oao eitiaaa* thrombi m  they
m m ®  t o m  to to* suite# states* or they am- too aMXdrsti of 
too* totes tom to too tod tod States* a m  oitissna 
hy right aa& toeiiMiie they idsh to to*

0 ! » S i t  I f
m t  vua&tl
imnumber $f
of Mexico are not represented, a broad dispersion of original 
location is presented by these Migrant parent*#5̂
An important point to m  nsldor Is that Mexico 
represent a single region, and that its is ople throng 
history of tie nation have assumed the oharacierlsties of 
their particular regions pins their national and ethnic traits* 
The Mexicans arriving in the Unit ©d States &r© to he condider-
a
the conventional « nationalism1* attached to them,
®Gno© a Mexf always a Hex*- is not only derogatory, it is 
fallacious* The people of Mexico represent many different 
Indian tribes, and many of the citizens are of mixed blood* 
Family Attitude toward Mexico* It is of sore than' 
passing interest to note here that when ashed about the extent 
of attachment of the family to Mexico, there were twenty-four 
oases who replied- that the family had some attachments. These 
ware explained in terms of friends and' relations still living
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Minnimum wages received war© #50.00 per mouth in this classifi­
cation, and mB&lwm #156.00 per month. Four' cases received 
#104.00 per mouth or k ss, and three cases ranged to $156.00 
per month. In this sense, the i no ones are not an accurate 
index of Hiring standards. The number of workers supporting 
their own f ami lie® is not known., nor is the size of the fam­
ilies of Individual workers teem* The above mentioned size 
of the current family living with the parents of the cases 
did not include grand-children. nThe Los Angeles Coordinating 
Councilfs study in December 1941 reported *It may be safely 
said that the median Mexican income does not exceed #790 a 
year, or about #520 less than the mlunimum required for aeiieht 
food and housing for the average family of five persons. *«34
It is doubtful that the parents fared much better during 
the wax. Mis. Tuck further states that nAnj U.S.l.S. office 
In California could testify that the placement of even well 
qualified Mexican youth necessitated a struggle with prejudiced 
employers. A survey made by the 0.1*0. in Fovember 1942 show­
ed only 5,000 of Los Angelesf more than 200,000 Mexicans work­
ing on basic industries.*^5
Mis. Tuck points out that?
Tie average individual earnings of the Kexi ca»*Americans
Huth D. Tuck,uBehind the Zoot Suit Riotsrl Survey 
Graphic, Vol. 32, (August, 1943), p. 315. — ^
u.«***•««!£ w»ur w**& aswtw#
&U© riwajjr I s o m  3£1»80 a 
mm hSjgfamx of th *
par 1 aunt**
* lM3f *f £44*Mjpr !$$5*39 m. a amtlilar toMl«*
m s  Ji0$#d0 atatMp* it*
'mm ssa&e* aoam&t m axtmt taJi.
t» I  ln *? ttl*» ft tit#  s a n ro a * a f  * an# TttamMtaimi rapliai, 
i» rfeagr <t<m:tt ga
##r m 4w»ft m aftfc far
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reportod m  ter lag b m  arrested and imprisosaid* fte ©barge 
ms for illegal isamigratlon* and a ssntenM mi tmad' 1st a 
xesBimJL prison#
9m U &  Steins of tte IMtlari 1m response te a m m *  
Mon oonosfniBf tte sMio^eeonssie Mass of tte family, tte 
respondents disclosed that, tm tteir opinion, only forty«*four 
pox oont it red in tte Middle class, ami forty pox Mat i*te 
reported tea t tteir families Xirsd among a poor ©lass of 
people* Mon© reported tt» t M i  family w  upper class, or 
the rieli*
fable fl contrasts tte replies ©f the respondents with 
replies to a eimlXar question asked by tte iLnerlomii Ins tl tut® 
©f Mbits Opinion*4®
XASIS IX.
so0io»s0owiii-0 afire car ass FAifxar
Class or MeMoan- teltepStatus Asssr leasts . Bole .
tipper ©lass *+*
Middle olaso 44^ 88
Xtowsr ©lass 40 6;.16 report or
ton* t know 10;
PMlos©pMoaXly, tbs BexiMtoixloui to so not seen to
Georg© Gallup ami Sam Fortes. Bn* fte Pulse of 
teMoeraasr* (low Yorks Siam and Schuster, Inc* 9 ISI5 J* p. 189*
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wholesomely accept the 9 middle-class** tradition, but seems 
rather to base his social states on his income and his liTing 
cond ti ons. In passing, it might appear that the Gallup 
Poll could have been selective in character also*
Summary; Typically, the parents of the respondents were 
of Mexican birth, although eight fathers and fifteen mothers 
were born in the United States* It is significant, then, 
that twenty-three percent of the p, rents are nativ e to the 
United States. Citizens of Mexican extraction are not nec­
essarily foreigners.
The immigrant parents are representative of twelve 
states of the United States ©f Mexico. They came north for 
the mas t part to loch for worh and, in some cases, to es­
cape the instability of poliU cal change in Mexico. At 
least seven had been single when they left Mexico and married 
in the United States; at least five parents had had families 
in Mexico before they migrated. They brought their families 
with them.
Initially, at least, the Mexiean-American family did 
not find stable conditions and.did a substantial amount of 
moving from one place to m other. Families mowed from 
state to state and from town to town.
The parental family is fairly large, the median family 
size being 6.0 and the mean being 6.92 not including parents.
The family is characterized by a low economic base, 
and it s educad on is meagre in amount. There is relatively
Xittle skilled labor represented in the occupational 
classification. Most of the employment is agricultural or 
common labor although a few skilled trades are represented.
It will be pointed out on pages S3 and 85 of this study that 
opportunity to enter into the skilled areas of work is 
limited by prejudice and discrimination*
During the depression, slightly more than half the 
families had ©xprienced situation© where they had to enter 
the relief rolls* rihe Mexican-Ameri can would rather not 
take relief.
In sod al and economic status the respondents divide 
their families almost equally either as *middle-olass, * or 
•poor.•
The sod al heritage of the respondent© is no t enviable.
soci&i* mvimmzmrt t m m m t o m  aid mooBsms
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r be
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prevented either- ihr<
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position from t&loli he could launch Mo children with an equal 
status la the
in the first
it* it
©f the easei that they wre of a poor
noise claimed to he 
la
■ n areas*
%m this ©tudy is typically of
born, first
youth* The matins culture of the family* although
ing asmng the smith*, is nevertheless natiitatoed to seme *&»- 
teat by the parents* Spanish Is spoken la most .of the homes* 
and tbs ehtMren speak Spanish to each ether la esses*
The moiety of the faanily is principally with other 
Mexleaxt^Amri e&ae* For mMBple* 8 fl»l ttl-e Hexlee** eaa he 
found thrmgtamt Southern California* The eegregtties tdiieh 
exists* throughout the State*, of alien f«r«»X*ber groups into 
special ooaamitiee# t e  been eerrie# ever into the school 
system**4* Secondary assoeiailoit©* with the exception of the 
char oh {which is attended* hat net otherwise participated la)* 
m m  limited* Acculturation la uyfesa m m ®  1ms m t  been *» 
chiseed to any great exteat* nor boo tetogrotioa la team of 
formal associations with.other ethnic grouse attained oar 
degree of stabilisation* the parent belongs fee very few or* 
gaaisatloBs* and those he toes belong to ere Mexican in origin* 
or a labor or trade group* #fhe Mexicans of the eemthwest* 
whether they fee newly arrived or deseeadasits of older Spanish- 
speaking settlors* are- & submerged*. isolatM* or forgotten pop­
ulation* whose pronouns is felt m  a wight*, a problem* on 
annoyance*
Arnold the parents* literacy rates are low* and Job di­
versification. is limited* with very little skill show*
«■ C A W  McWilliams, factories 1» ttja Field. p. 150.
„ . ^42 a“  Cjawfart, Aasafe of the iuaerleaB B H w r .Septeafeer* 1942* p, 123*
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There is a large eoaeentratien la manual labor§ in agricul­
ture and in industry.
The Mexican 'ineigraist a m  scoured a strong foot-hoM in American industry* largely by reason of the foot that* in point of time# Me arrived on the m m m  QLndus trial mmm^J rather late, **.He has had slight industrial experience end finds almost itangperahle #2h staelss In the m y  of adjustment to thie particular type of ■environment. Iso la ted as fee is from large ©enters of Mexican pspmXsiiom# wfeat remirn of his traditional culture rapidly disintegrates and fee pro* sente a nor lot® prcble® of personal and group dleer- 
gmni cation*^
la tens© of literacy rates# JDr* Sanches points out that *Ae 
night fee expected* the ©tatties with the highest proportions 
of Spanisfe-speaking people also fend to have the highest 
illiteracy rates*
y isally, to gain' a clearer pie tare of too ISeaeleait- 
twrieaa youth* there is one faster to- fee recognised Mhsrsltt 
toe immigrant parent reflects sens- group identity. All par­
ents are of Maxi ©an deseont* in no -ease did any parent merry 
other than a Hexiesn. or Mexican-Amerlcan* It will Me pointed 
out in a 2ater chapter tost vith on# exception* 'the reepom* 
dents chose Mexicans or Kexi eati-Ame rioana as- tfesir mates, also.
There is decidedly a lag in adjustment to m new cul­
ture on the part of the parents* The process of adjustment is 
slow# and in *0 me ©msec no effort is node toward adjustment*
43 darcy H©M.111-33iib* - Brothers Bhder toe Skin* > pp* 123-124*
** decree I* Sanehexr for cotton People* p* 29*
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Th© social i.iilieritalic© of tbe youth %m not irosy extextoivo*
Hi© parents are ignorant of and ua-acqminted with urban cul- 
tore* fellies are large and infant mortality I© high* Out- 
groups are often bo©tile to the immigrant family*45
Secondary Environment* ■ By secondary envirradsmt is 
meant that part of the indii®ual#s environment which is dorlvm- 
tire to# or outside the primary family group* time# the 
social inheritance transmitted by the family group* such ms 
religion* poverty* language* customs and fclkio or cultural 
characteristics of the parents are considered as primary en­
vironment* The oeeoadaagy enviveaseiit refers to such insti­
tutional structures a® types and places of work* and the nature 
of the eemmsity* and types and Muds of associations* the law* 
mud education*
in the discussion of the parents* some hints hero been 
given as to the nature and type of home Qommmi ty in which the
Carey McWilliams eta test *Xt has been pointed out* 
ad nauseam* that the Mexican immigrant is ill-housed, ill* olothede and ill-fed* «•« They are the vietims of a well-or­ganised caste system which doom© them to restricted types of employment* visits upon th an  a complex and comprehensive system of social disorimination and make© for chronic mal­
adjustment* This system* Moreover* tends by Its very nature 
to
over fifty-five per ©eat of juvenile arrests la 1938 were'of Mexican chi M r  oaf the city’s high death rates for infant mor­tality and tuberculosis are primrily attributable to the high rates among the resident Mexican population* * Ibid*«
-mm. Iftjl **««£ ******PP* jLcsO*
be self-perpetuating*g.,.̂Brothsts l!g|ir the Heim* P* 119. rtbor* he addst #Approid®tiIyIriffp-¥iac ptSeent of the tilers Ban Antonio in substandard homes are Mexicans*
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m s  were reared* The section on family mobility indicated 
that tte respondents were reared quit© -often in. several oo»» 
mumi ties*
In California, which represent© tte arm of heaviest 
concentration of oases, twenty-eight ftaAllm* maintain per- 
maneat addresses* litem it eoam to the yemth, only nineteen 
were h e m  in California. Bet in maturity, twice that master, 
thirty-eight# elate terns in California as permnent resldemess# 
Table VII presents tte birth plea** of tte eases as 
eoatrasted with tte r m m l M m m  of parents and tte permanent 
addresses claimed by tte interviewees*
Migration, it will be seem by studying tee table, hare 
le d  from  tew  terete#;, A ris o a a , B e x ic e , O k ls te m  mmd te ia is ia s a #
■Tte texisastateeriem went test* sitter with M s  fndly or 
without his family* Although only thirty-eight per oent of 
tte inmates were bom In California, seventy-six per cent 
claim it. as tteir hmm state#.
Appendix 1 shows m further migration of tte youth from 
tte- immigrant family, for ■even those residing in tte same 
state do not necessarily ms Ids in tte saw town or locality 
of tteir parents* However, tte ease ate tracts laeieats that, 
with few exception©, those respondents who did leave tteir 
parents, were not Sees than age eighteen when ttey left#
-Appendix W ie a m p  of terns teem distribution by states, 
contrasted with birth place and with parent residences#

YT!TV -ttm m thm estimates
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3*000*000': *90Q*i
80,000
50*000
1*00010*000
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83*547
1.504,277
3*940 
11*867 
S57
5*325
8*385
* Tatea the Sixteenth Ceasae of the TJal ted
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G will show a breakdown of
i w  town people do not earn a living in all these 
-five industries for most of them are concentrated in 
aroa* Of fGrty**®mr®m oases reporting on the 
of employment for people in the oomsunl ty, only
could he termed as engaged In industry, and even thesi 
Meted as rnmmn Idtor? no skills he lug represented, 
‘three eases stated that the local population earned
in one form or another, 
it was
riculture in the form of fruit and truck
concentrated on a 
Others were diversified in the sense that
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Later in the lnterrievp a.sl»ilar question v m  ssk@d 
to Jobe* M s  
Msrlc are yea- g 
charged?*1 Ahseet the sa 
presented* hut distribution 
cases did net care vhere 
Jobs* ihess replies ere listed
g bo da 
of 
WOt 0
m long as
A few mere Mi 
youth belong te secondary associations 'tom do th 
Sweral athletic clubs are mentioned* Thee# were 
names rad were local, in character* Only one 
membership in a veterant© organisation* Thai or 
m s  the feternas of foreign ̂ are* Eight 
either to® £*F* of L* or 0*1*0* unions* This w u M  s 
indicate that the respondents were act 
©r
a
to
or
of the interfieWi 
time* but were 
they were 
Is the church
p that they 
not si
lit*.
which will
the course 
mmm ©rga
treated later in this thesis*
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eases* Only m m  ease tod tod to- schooling at all although 
that ease was m t  wholly illiterate* Four eases Bade no 
report cm education* All these going to school went to pub* 
lie schools* Mean ©due©,fcion was 7*74 grades with only two 
eases reaching the twelfth grad#* fwelre of to#- fifty ease# 
tod toe® in high school. ito root tod been in executory 
and Junior high school*
In M m  Mexico* where- spmmistospemking people eoitstX- 
tot# no re than ® m  tolf of tto public school enrol lament 
•tosy Bake up lees than on# fiftieth of the enrollment im the 
twelfth grad#* Of almost'sixty t i s m m d  SpanXto-spcaMitg child­
ren enrolled in school* more than half arc in the first toil## 
grades* ,l4̂
tn San Antonio# toms# Carey HoVilliaaas point# out that
Almost nine tenths of the city*# 14*462 illiterates 
are Mexicans# to# proportion, of illiterates for to# 
group being 16*7 per cent* , Over 3*000 Mexican child­
ren of school age tor# nercr entered to# public 
schools of San Antonio* The percentage of Mexican 
youngsters graduating from hl#i school 1# extremely 
smallf to# matoer who enter college is negligible* •»» 
More Mexican children are out of school than any 
other segment of the population*4^
ftoro ar© sees# signifleant" factors to consider vfamn 
discussing the schooling of these Mexican-ABericans* ft to
recalled h©re that .most of toe homes used Spanish as the
46 George I* SMUd»B«. Forgotten People* p* 50*
47 Carey McWilliams* grotoers Under to# Skin* p* 125*
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language mm t spoken in the home* Birtheracre* many of the
eases came tmm  %$imm  there were large Mexican-
American populations* Met a single ess© reported having a
teacher of Mexican deeeaat# except for one ease %tie had re-
wired M e  education in Mexico. These students went fro®
bi-lingual honea into mono-lingu&X schools to a language net
native to them*
The Spani sb-spemki ag @ M M  come© to the public school© without a ward of Bnglish and without®the environ­mental experience upon which school is ’based.* That 
such a child . i® likely J© b® retarded is* therefore*% foregone eenelusiett***
So writes Carey Mo%filli«®*- Dr*, Sanches enlarge® on the po­
sition of the Span!®l*-®paa'!tittg school childj
Imagine the Spani sh-speeking eMld*© introduction toAmerican education I He concs to school# net only with­out a word, of Bnglieh hut without any environmental experience upon which school life is based* He cannot speak t the teacher and is unable to understand *hat gods on about hi® in the class room* He finally sub- M i l  to rote learning* parroting the words end processes in self defense* ...The school program is based on the fallacious assumption that the children cose from 
English speaking homes— homes that reflect American cultural standard® and traditions*^
Although the inmates were asked the uim of the schools
they attended* only thirty cases hasarded guesses as to school 
population. These guesses ranged fro® ISO pupils to 2*000* 
Modal, school mim-B m m  BOO students and 1*000' students* with
48 Carey KeMilliasas. Bre there TJnd.r the akin. s. 133.-OBiiNwiePieMWiiewiisewiw1 e*tMNMWt l̂esseiSeweV
49 Oeorge I. Sanohez, Forgotten People. p. 31.
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is this.
m
foreigners# They are natiye to the United States#
When one seas the great suns spent to rooms trust 
the Spanish missions mud ether hut Mings of the 
iAtiiH&asriosa occupation# one cannot help hat wonder at the Inconsistency of things fa general# If Anglo- Americans accept their art an# culture* why t o o  they 
not siso accepted the people#0
Recently Carey SteWllllOTe in an article ironically en­
titled *Is Tour Mans 0 # s a ! « # published in the Stetlcqi die* 
ensoul segregation in the schools*
In the Westminster and SI Moreno school districts of 
Orange County* California* there lire about 5*000 persons of Mexican desemt*. m a t  of them citlsens of 
the Uni ted States# The children of these families ere segregated in school* as are children of Hacdees 
descent in m a t  of the other school district® of the "citrus belt**51
Si»liitgumlls& is net an absolute in the determination 
of future education of children of Mexican extraction* M *  
eulturallsm I® an more important ■ aspect* Segregated 
schools tore been justified in sots quarters on the basis 
that such odtcols aim equal in facilities and giro an equAl 
footing in the cosBsu&i ty to all Kexioan-iuaerlcan youth* A 
double language usage must be associated with a dual culture 
experience and tenrlstment in order to insure equality in the 
construction of school programs* Mr* HsVilliasHi quotes from 
Judge MeOemslek who presided in a case brought before M m
0 JoTita dofisales de Mi roles* in "Our- Baeial and national Minorities** ms quoted by Carey McWilliams* Brothers Under the Skta* p* 114* J - ------- -
^  Carey lleVilXiiss®* *ls Tour Same Mosaics#* The Hatiest* March IS* 194?* p. 302*    “ *
m
wMffe oonoemed segratlon*
To the m m t m t i m m  of the school authorities that I M l m  
© M M r e n  m r e  ssgrss&ted because of language handicap, 
Judge McCormick replied that if these children were 
retarded in English it was b m m m ®  of the e M i l i m  
staler which they were taught* He m t  on to point out 
that segregation prevented children of Mexican descent 
from *d«riTi»gr a ®mmm® cultural at ti tude*. * which is 
laper-atir© for the perpetuation of Jbaerlmn ins tits-* 
tions and ideals® ... and tended to ®foster antagonism® 
hr suggesting an inferior!ty that did not exist*
In Sew Mexico, Br* Senates pleads for M~llngasi fan* 
stsreiiofi* *the see of stardeM^eitrrlenla, hooks, and sat- 
©rials among these ©hi Idren is a ridiculous procedure* 9h3 
Hr* HsWilliaw eoeestoi ®Bi-lingsal ins true tioit does not 
signify neglect of BngXlshf on the contrary, it would estab­
lish the "basis upon which a real and workable knowledge of 
English might he predicated*
It m s  not determined why the inmates left school, or 
did not omelets- edteeel* Only fir© oases reported tlmt they 
had been expelled from school* 0f those fir© only one knew 
why he m s  expelled, the reason being ear*theft when ho m s  
sent to reform school* But the quotations from Br* Sanches 
and Mr* Me¥i 11 tarns imply that Moxioan-*&©ericans leare school 
because they cannot adjust to it or- because they cannot afford
52 H > H . . p. 303
fix Seerge- I* Sanches, Forgotten People* p* 31 
54 Carey M e ¥ i m a a n ,  Brothers Bader the Skla. p. 133.
m
to' pi# or they prevented fro® gp tag through res trie tire
segregatloti* ©r discouraged fro® going %©6aott of hostility 
by the majority*
Extm (forriealar fntlalntlaBt #f the fifty mm®&# 
only tern €11 act pwttetpftt* in ©an© extra wx**%m3m*' s*ett** 
vity« Thtrty~f©or participated la apart© m s b *  fife©-ant 
a n t  popular egtl’Vttar m i  nala M i  ate people wm% active- 
a*sd dram and school elections \dier© eight respendeate parti-* 
cipated* fable XIII shmm the breakdown of aettrities and 
the rata? of people ̂ ito engaged la tiro*
the record of participation is diversified* The intar* 
rieMir stated' that the respoisdeats vers enth**ei&si£o ia talk* 
lag of their ntr* curricular school eetirlttee* sad a w a l  
proud of their aoM©rae&ts«
mBffi xxii
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Th&p m m  prlmry attitudes* Th® Xmt ftaree items listed in 
T&fcl# XfX, m m  A m  w A m m t y  attitude#* The It tter refloat m 
Bhmtp M  ti m wmm mmiI tHey represent ©lr par sai t of the total 
eases studied*
mmig i n  
2ss BSPORmHos of AnsHDtK»' Bcmo%
Ye® 48HO t
prf
To edueate one*® ©elf 17Laarn to read and write 1
m m m A m  opportunity 6la order to pit a jot 6Heeefssary for living tetter 40a© ©an %®&n & trade 3To leam inierestiiig tMngs 4One m m  learn a profession 1It Is good for marriage 1
It gives better empreesfoa lOn© won't 1m fooled %  Americans 1Only good for ^emranntt joto* 1HO X M 0 M  to gO to SOigJOl# 1
*■ Uses# eases ted replied Hast m 3sm& did sot tor# any taper tan## for ttoai*
^estops a look at earlier ambitions would ©err# to 
elisfily the topos or dlrestims that the resposideBt® had ia
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be semi-skilled, Three respondents muted athletic careers.
Of thee# respondents who replied that their ambitions 
had come true— there were eight •‘•none of theee who aspired to 
professions or skilled work were represented* Bather* the 
truck driver©, the sailor, one serpenter* the motorcycle racer, 
and some mechanic *s helpers had ■ realised their ambitions.
The rest have hopes that the ambitions may he achieved In the 
future except for those leaning toward the professions,
%:%mn the family -vas. dieottssed in on earlier chapter* 
it v&a painted out that -non* of the fathers 'vse a professional 
person, .although there m s  on# business man, There were 
only a few .skilled workers among the. fathers? those were car­
penters and mechanics* Among the mother# there was one pro­
fessional, She had attended normal school and had taught 
school in Headoo for a little while.
Although the Head sen may retain c o m  of his character 
of "wantlessneee#* the Kexieaa-American aspires to profes­
sional fields or skilled work in sons degree. The process 
of acculturation is diown In these desires although the 
opportunities presented the Ksxie&tt-Amerieaa do not give 
much hope for the attainment of his ambitions, The type® ef 
work previously done by the respondents and the types of 
work desired upon discharge do not point heavily toward the 
professional or skilled fields* Br, Clen Carlson of the 
University of Rddlsnds* reporting at the Ease Halations
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Conference in California is 1944*
stressed that racial frictions are o&used more by economic factors than by purely racial* cultural* or historical differences* Unfair employment relation- ships hare grow out of economic competition more than any other fact* • •• The ¥mr Manpower Commission and other governmental agencies do not keep separate records of the employment of Mexicans* It is obvious* however* that those with Hexlean heritage are discrimin­ated against in certain tyoes of employment* especially |obs that require contacts with the public* The “per­centage of Mexican® %dio acre eligible for social se­curity is relatively small*
There is* then,‘a conflict between the primary moti­
vations gained lay the Kexiean-Americanfs association with a 
secondary culture which is American and the primary patterns 
which exist la its family* Dr* Bog&rdus brings this conflict 
out sharply when he points out that
Mexican parents of Kcxiean-American boys and girls are baffled by What the mothers are wont to call *this terrible freedom* in the Uni ted States* The parents find their children adopting the free ways of other children* of talking back to their parent* of staying out h  te at night* of aping older boys and girls* The peon father proceeds by the only way that he knows*the boyf but this is contrary to today* the boy resentf ̂it* and the it to the police*
There Is the primary conflict of the
referred to in the quotation from the Race Relations Conference
cited above— that of an ethnic minority in m hostile economic
63 Dr* Glen Carlson as reported in ♦‘Race Relations 
Conference**1 Sociology and Social Research* Vol. 29* September, 1944* p. 62*
^  R* S« Rogardus, ♦*Gangs of Mextean-Amerieam Tenth** Sociology «aa Social Research* Vol. 29* September* 1943* p. 60.
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environment.
The primary attitudes of the first generation American 
horn of Mexican immigrant parents are directed at tn© separate 
cultures which are not in adjustment* There s m  to Ini no 
immediate eolation possible to either faction or to tho Inter­
sil tial first generation youth* He is nei ther "Mexiean* * 
m r  9A m  rican.*
The data stew no reason for thinking that the ambitions 
of the Mexiean-Americans are la any way un-American. Their 
slews on education and th ir ambitions might be said to be 
tyite typical of Americans* 4 conflict exists between the 
attitudes end desires on the one hand and th© possibility of 
attainment on the other*
Although opinions, basically* on education are sound 
and the ambitions are sound* there are two distinct fee tote 
In opposition to the elimination of culture lag* The first 
is inadequate and discriminatory practice in educational 
systems. Education of this nature not only inflicts a penalty 
on the minority* it also restrict© the majority from whole­
some interne lion with the minority* The second factor is 
limited and discriminatory practice resulting In the curtail­
ment or contraction of economic opportunity* A low social 
status In the result* As 23r* Bogardus puts it*
The boy Mexiean-American drops cut of school because 
te is •not getting anywhere*9 and because it does him
no good if te doe© get & high school education* Be
tinds himself discriminated against occupationally. 
Borne of the work opportunities open to other youth are closed to him because he is a Mexican,
Attitudes toward education and early childhood am­
bitions seem normal among the oases. Perhaps %hat is not 
so normal is the opportihMlty of achievement in the society 
of the majority-,
32* S* Bogardus, *aangs of MesdLoam-Americaii 1̂ 0uth|,, Sociology and Social Research, Vbl, 29, September, 1943, pk 61
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of t$m family on& its relationship to
Ill Mexico*
im Twenty* three cases
Imt of these had heca t 
on visits a# as their 
mnt to M-
tfcat they hac 
to Hex!co hy their 
followed the 
the sdtli~
t net m o  it
or met* and eighteen said that they
Is no way in
with other In
outlines the answers to do you like
Fifteen either m  do no reply or
y&g iif1' the
*xle© hut it w m  
of eeiteeUdaties weald
that they
to consolidate
of
Thus, there are. 
which cover all fifty cases*
It is significant that ten eases of
positively to th® question eoraae&ted on
of the w i  ter© on Mexico cc
m
Mmlmmm ® m  M m  mmmm m
women tad six cases mad© oteerrations on the people of Mexico* 
Wtea asked wtet tier thwght m s  wrong ̂ ith Mexico as 
a country, twenty- three caeca decided tie i there m s  nothing 
wrong* sixteen macs who ted a m r  boon in Hexls© «te© m  
comment* Only four cases commented on th© condition of Mex­
ico* Ttt©ir answers dealt with poor wealth dlstritetion#- low 
salaries* lack of industry* and one respondent said that 
Mexicans were lasy j* ople*
m s ®  w i n
m i  DO TOM LKS dBOMf MEXICO?
Hewer in Mexico 
Mo reportMasts and wewmPretty m d  and girlsSincere people and pretty musicMexico tee m united rantMexico has satisfiedIters is no race die tlonMexico tee more democracyPood, music ate wastes
MusicPretty country ate nice test©
It§12
111212 1 2
Way of liwtng, dressing ate th© 12
1112
?
12
Ms© xttsls ryes* gay* ate merry people text©# tee pretty country-side Like the churches Like th© sports 
Mo m  sssasMs eppsrtete^f Jlwery thing is nicer in Mexico Wishes to stay in Mexico Nothing in Mexico is tetter
Total 47
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mm atlmm Mmumi
course, of* m 
lie should be
EQSASGB TOE 20SCR3EXElA.tZCai
Heaoon
Total 
E. A. Ro®S#
lit ill*
In a war between Mexico
41
1
18
0iltid States, oalj
of the
fight on the old* of
%*-***! whPP JHbP̂L
war. Four *****
£n the course they 
failed State* went to 
would fight on the side of the
war on cases would fight
9 Z
and nom wmM. fight fo r
&®f®T8 tin
s t i l l *  tre a te d
should hsnre the right to return to Mexico if thê r
Mmh. to do ee» It would ®m&m though* that any American oiti**

m
Om m m  re p o rt* Hse ra p lie s  mtm H a te d  i»  ifefel© 2CCXX#
i m m  xxxi 
%sm.t xs w o w  v x t h  h h  x m m >  s s i s i
Beedet .dieexdsteatî fi , 7Bad ooutroilers ana law© 2/ja®ri©msts a w  a master raee t&atpr%eti#e@ di8©rla&&atl©st 5
B rosytfcizig  aboat £&© O* S* is  tm d 3Hie army and the m  are %ad S
Total IT casea
Biseriisiimtioa is the fee&i poiat ©f ©ri tteim made fcgr 
the s#T©ateea ©*s m  ite n n  not ©©^Maeate^r ia ©ri tioieiag
âeidssaeis
• Amt&gonima was s t i l l  re flo a te d  When an a t t e s t  was made 
to  d eterm in e What tbs respondents lik e d  about the u n ite d  S ta te s , 
th e re  was a d ir e r s if te d  response in  in d ic a tin g  w hat was lik e d . 
I t  can he seen from  Tab le X S III 'th a t tw e lve  eases d id  n e t 
lik e  a n y th in g  in  th e  U n ite d  S ta te s  b u t f if te e n  respondents  
lik e d  e v e ry th in g , "H oth ing" and * e v e ry th in g " a re  vague re ­
p lie s  and the respondents eou ld  n o t he pineed down to  an y th in g  
s p e c ific . On th e  o th e r hand, those who w ere s p e e lfie  o f f te  
some o f th e  v a lu e s  tr a d it io n a lly  recogn ised  in  m  Am erican  
dem ocracy. Ton o f th e  mere s p e c ific  re p lie s  a re  o f an economic
mtnre* Smdfe things as education mud tte country of birth 
«e« also recognized* The mpMtoiti did net offer Tory saioh 
information #s their m « « n i  for liking their native country.
But attMknmt to a nation is mi readily established with 
only a few words*
m s s  x x m
m i  SO YOU 1XKB ABOOT THS B* S*T
12
«mfin ■ ■■ mm 11.%, ■&. S| *£i-^erytafng x#U. S* is satire country fOpportunity ant education 1Mere @s^Xoys^&t 1B* B* has a good wsy of living $ 
User# 1# lata of money la G* 3» 2T^rerything is goad except thepeople 1deed recreation 1Good education 1liberty 1Home in the B* S. is likeBeing in Mexico %
Cmliforaia wmmmzp 1Gô stodi ties 1
*9m army 1a s  Jails 1
Total ____________  46
Attltotes toward Both the Bnited States and Mexico show 
a fMXur# of adjustiî nt to tte /.merican society*. and a lack 
of knowledge of Mexico* Tis® attaeimMstts toward Mexico are* 
for the wnat part* met&lgl*« There are some references to 
racial freedomst of course* and the feeling toward the music 
of Mexico is a symbol. Bet there is not adequate adjustment
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mBjE x m
A t t t m m  w m m  m i
Indifferent MITWW*1 **** f$*img #f Spain 3
$ m *t i lh *  3pmis 3
I t  is  bad jpjveruiaeai 4Spii is fascist!® 1Spain Is a good @©uiitry tBe report $
fhere were eight respsiiieiits ete w a  critical of 
Franco Spain ms against fire wte were favorable. On till# 
ogplrieal basis* there is a strong minor! ty favoring the 
Franco regis®*
Yet* when it comes to whether or set something tihmxld 
be done about Spain* there are ® f t  responses* T m  mmmm de­
cided that if anything should bo done* the Spanish people 
should d# it* there were ms felt that tbs Ureat
Fmmru ehemM tato sens motion against Francs Spain* Four 
smses were of the opinion that lat&nte&seriem should interfere* 
Thirteen ease® remained indifferent* two smses aelced tbs 
destruction of Franc® end four favored Franco in Spain*
As far ms tbs United States- becoming concernedI with 
France* tmwty*tm fstt that it m m  "none «f our business**
On the other h&nd* fourteen respondents wanted tbs United 
States to be concerned, The rest m m  indifferent* fable
J M I  stows tto m m m m  to idqr th e re  should o r should not to 
interference ^ t h  Spain*. To fifteen m m m  it d ec* a » t mat to r *  
The other m m m m  m m  diversified* and for tto meet P-rt# 
stow a suspicion -of
■msi*g xxn 
H en so n  t o r  Hsanucge as  to  w e th e r  m  m tTOATOO SPAXH 8H0XM) BE ISTB0CTBO- WXHT
Fraaoo M r  start a m r  fWo should avoid mrs . 1
Branco too tto ideas of Hitler 1Branco Is a «  to be feared - XFrsaoo should bo notated closely XC?«Ma 9'** 4 <£k SB"** -w?* *fcfPwUS ao llU2*X X
Spain any help Buseta XWO should mind our own business nFranco won’t tort us §We fjapfeit sarw of owroslws X
Spain is tto mother of Mexico 1
m  dsn*i Hr# ttorof it d#e*n*i wmttmat t Spain is foreign and very far swey SIndifferent I§
ton* 1 know 3Ho answer S
T to  first seven reasons asserted in Table XOT reflect 
tto suspicions of thirteen cases who distrust Wtwmm* Eight 
cases stow a feoc^blc -sttitote in trontmut of Spain by 
tto Western Heiaisphere*
Tto Infomatioa cited earlier concerning the president 
cf Spain stow® only * ninor amfe^n of political change* 
keeping in mind that tto®# cases are Jerricans (citizens cf
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Although there is a prMoiadmme of os® religion© faith* 
as is shown in the shove table* there is so overt egression 
of religious intolerance as can be seen by the attitudes eas* 
pressed in fable XSfXX
The record of church attendance- shows a eentiBuity of 
religion practice* Most of the Me^ioan^merioane go to church# 
only two stated that they did mot attend serrtoe* fable S I X  
gives a resold of church attendance by the respondLents.^
m B s  xxrv 
i®€si> of emrasst i i » aFreques^y
Bo mot go to church 2 4^
Of tern# but not every Sunday 3? 54Occasionally attend church 14 28
Seldom attend church 5 6Very seldom attend church 4 8
Social ©  strol throng religion sees© to be an. im­
portant secondary factor in the environmental heritage of the 
Mexioan-Am^rleas* The immigrant parent transmits conventional 
church disciplines to M s  children* the church does not seem 
to expand these primary disciplines into knowledge and under- 
standing of rellgistt* however* Again there is a conflict
81 /1 though stoles 33W1II and XXIX whov sane antagonis* tewavd churches* ‘fable XXXX shows that some who are critical 
of church still attend services occasionally* This may be m means of breaking the monotony of confinement* however*
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situation* espeei&XXy in  8cm them QsMfmwrntm *gmT® there is a
The $oy# is# at least gsegpfapfeteally# a vague m &  &tm** 
tant personage* There has never been mmy direct asseelation 
with ilia Inmates or their partlealar parishes* Ho has been, 
for the most peart# a ©̂ ®heX identified with a partlei&ar
religion. Yet* this identity is considered to be primary in 
nature in the connection to religious practices* Bellglou© 
attitudes and training are primary cultural factors because 
they have a bread influence on the person*
The parish priest* on the other hand* is lees a sym- 
bol and more a face to face association in many respects*
These is a degree of interaction between the priest and in­
dividuals in the parish* Opinions concerning priests are 
concentrated into fewer categories than those concerning the 
Pope. But still* fifteen cases did net know what to think 
of priests* Twice that number agreed that priests were *fer 
the peoplef11 and that priests helped the people. Pour cases 
were of the opinion that priests were interested only In the 
material benefit of priests* (There was no report from one 
case*) Table XXX covers the replies of thirty oases who 
thought that priests favored the people* Bin©teen different 
points of view are represented although some are related.
The opinion© toward priests reflect primary attitudes 
to immediate needs and situations. Some of the comments are 
related to m  terial things* and some to spiritual ideas* About 
half the reasons for thinking that priests favor the people 
are associated with material assistance for the poor* Other© 
speak of the duties of priests in &i urchf their personal mor­
ality and self sacrifice* and their activities in recreation* 
But the replies certainly point out the activity of the church
115
among tlie people. Various values safe placed 011 t&e activi­
ties of priests, fbey are regarded fro® quit# definite point# 
of view. Thm Me^ci©an-Americau sees ill© activity of the 
priest and attests*# values to w&at is ##0 #.
!ABIi‘ XXX
pitorabxx opinon oh mzmm
BoaH know why 1Beoelvod f w s  fro® priests 11idlest# help tbs poor 1#Trieste are naturally good XPriest© don* t harm the people 1Priests always do good £Priests advise the people 1Priests are seen ktelpiag people aPriests te te h  O a th e X ia im 1Priest© organise sport© for Juvenile delinquents 1Priests make s e e rfle e s 1Priest© say Mass 1Priests support priest© 1Priests do not exploit people 1Priest# live for the people 1Priest© help when one is s ic k 1Priest# Help morals and economy i
P rie s t#  p reven t XPriest© are good but not 
resl e in e e re ty 1
Religious knowledge and understanding see® to 1mv@# 
for the## eases* a patten of acceptance of something unknown* 
Itoing the cow## of the interviews no efforts were made to 
offer farther information or opinion®. It m y  be safe to say
. £1 
$4 © 
© *4
XI?
much for army *ehow.8 Seven thought the army fare m s  good* 
except In the disciplinary barracks and a like nuisber said that 
masls were very good, a ®  others did net dislike the feed 
hut said that they were not accustomed to it.
Os the ether hand9 when types of food, flavors, and 
methods of preparation were considered, there w m  almost a 
unanimous agremsent that food m ©  ’•hotter* in civilian life 
than it m s  in the army, ? m  respondenta preferred the army 
diet without re serration®.
\ 4
fhe respondents felt that they m m  hotter equipped with 
clothing as civilians. Forty-six cases agreed that they 
owned more clothes previous to getting into the army.
An effort m s  made to ascertain a compar i son of money 
used for recreational purposes in civilian life and in the 
any. But as prisoners the inmates* pays m m  ei ther ab­
breviated or stopped. She latter situation prevailed in most 
of the oases* A later chapter will discuss pay allowance® 
made for allotment® to parents and families and to war bond 
purchases* fhis may indirectly point cut the income rate of 
the individuals.
Suasmaryg As soldiers, the Hex! ean-Amer loans were in a 
pathetic situation* Only a few had any idea of what the war 
m s  about. Little m s  known of ideologies represented in the 
conflict, and the largest part of the inmates did not believe 
that much was gd ned by American participation in the war*
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S ta te s , together with a ttitu d e s  of e&playera toward there  
pooplet
A notable fact about fan labor in California is the .practice of Mplcycrs to pay wag® scales on tbs basis of race, lie, to establish different wag® rates for each racial group, thus fostering racial antagonism,
and, incidentally, keeping wages at tbe lowest possible point, ss
The isadgvaitt parent m y  bars experienced the- feUewiagt
*1 Imow of on© firm who are making a group of their imported 
llexleaiis work for tern mud twelve boors a day, handcuffing 
them at night to proromt their escape, that was In April 
of 19ia* In lune of the ».aa» year, it m i  rsported that 
*,*,the growers advocated, that the government supper armed 
guards to nek* these Hexieaw work in the- f i e l d s , A n d  
again, quoting from Mr, HeWllllaaa* research into tbs Qmmmm~ 
wealth Club SyagM»sluauM - **The Hindu,1 said on® speaker* #i© 
a vile caricature of humanity* As for Head cam In our country, 
we bare to Imre cons table® watching them. They m m  al se vile, t-*88 
The above' presents a brief sketch of the prejudicial 
attitudes of employers who considered Itodnans and Bextcsae
m  0arey Hc¥iHiaj^, factories in the Field, p, ISO,
^  Ibid,, p* ISO, Quoted from a University of Calif*oral a professor at a syopesisn of the Commois^ealth Club of 
Son Francisco at a meting April 10, 1018, from Farm Labor, 
Vol, XIII, Bb, 3, * Tranaactlens of the CofEmnwoalW"duET®
87 ISM*# p* iso.
88 IMS*# *»• *8®*
lisai grant* Shis paper 4&&m not attmapt to isolate individual 
factors tisat Imre X@a4 to the attitudes expressed by the
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A large ma jerity of the respondents did not believe 
that, strike© were due to raeket&ersf only four M  that @~ 
pinion* fable XXXI Indicate® that twenty-Mx eases did m t  
think that strike© w  englmoved by racketeers*
Haee Attitudes# The Ifeiesn end the kmMeanttAamrleaa 
in the United state© coned it tats a minority group* Except 
for inter-racial group© such as the Settonal Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People and the Civil Liberties 
Union# there seems relatively little eeheelvsMm between 
minor!ty eihnlo groups in the United States* Perhaps this 
is because H® larger Minority gremps ere wore or less con- 
centra ted In Certain def ini fee geographic sad ecological areas. 
People of Mexican descent are prevalent In the southwest re­
gion©! I Miens have been confined to reservation where Hie 
shortcoming in living conditions and adMnisiraties are 
closed to the ^res of the general public* Although Indians 
be pemt ted to visit towns near the reservations# their 
social interaction with external society Is limited#
degrees are concentrated in 12m southeast and in the 
r!Blmok Belts* of cur turban areas. Although there is inter­
action with the rest of the ©ommsnlty# it is confined mostly 
to econoHie funeti ess as employment* business and shopping*
Urn Jew is also often, oneolsod in m ghetto* Sis vt- 
siMlity ch&raotsrls ties permit Mm. a broader social inter­
action with Hie rest of the coHtannlty. Likewise# the Jew
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Total 48
illmA
Hood poopis 10Indians are #*K. 3!&®y mr# regular 1Indians are kind 1Pine Ji®#x*t®sa® 2IS*, *Sa |X -*-■ —  M  M,ni M 4 " ^ — ..•»- at n > k Mnotoiiig against xnaxano 4Hi# only tmo Astterlooiss IIndifferent fMo opinion f7̂f? tyf?y#d mo# 1Uo report t
Total 50
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I l l  I  M g K O M
Better t&a& 1
Badly peeple 1
m m  good people 1
Hava m s &  ability 1All ra&ae alike 2
BttgfMS ar# h w m m  1
T^my m m  people like omrselves 1Mo bad fMkiaga f
H*ey dm*t better anym# Idon* t gaeparat* IHard t© get along vith 1Sbw*#ff® 1'
Bon* t like Btogrma* 3Indifferent fDon’t know 2
Ben^t tnink ex Hit xOrer»b©aring 1Bad people 2Bad and not brow 1
Very bad people 1
Beam people 1fry to eoatrol others IBmrih of rats 2Bo tb good M i  bed 3
JtJLi
A O T O T B  ON RACIAl. SEORSC&TIOS
A. S«gr«gStion is 1« {39̂ } 19 <46.3#) 6 {14.6'S)
eomfinemesit{41 reports)
B* m gm m M m  in f (2CQ- 26 {63*4Jf| i (14* $1)feneml foeiety 41 reports}
1 2 8
About thirty-sin© par mnt would prefer segregation 
in i$m Mmiplimssy 'hmtmmhm* Bat iSmrm i© a diffe&eas* when 
it mmmm t© the general s©ai@ty. A© eteillaae* ©heat 
twenty-two p m  eest would prefer^ ©egrega ti ®n, ssakitig' © differ- 
©nee of ©ppreeimtely mmrmntmn p m  mnt vim belt& m  ih&t #fr* 
mvsmtm&m &immM be alt©red and a different attitude taken 
in drill an Ufa* ftum*- mlthetigh nineteen ©aae© dleappreye 
©f segregation in the dtaeipllnary tarm^s# there are i&iantg* 
six ©f ferty«©»a reports vtom d© net appsw© of that practice 
in tli© generall, society*
Jews Statistic© m m  arbitrary in this paragraph*
XJCdX giro© a broader ©» enrage mi m m m  speeifio replies,, 
With fifty « m s  reporting* it la reasoned Herotfk studying 
the replies that twenty-iw per cent are unfavorable t© the 
Jew* thee© range throogh an Ida®, that Jew are ©rook© or 
racketeer® t© killing all Jews* Twin© the umber ©f ©as©©*
©r forty-fcur p m  cent* ®$mw a t S m s I  paint of view* fheir 
©pinion© rang# Ara» the feeling m&t Jew mm the moat per­
secuted race t© *mtmt intelligent* and #very smart. * there 
were thirty-four par cent wh© were indifferent* ©tating that 
they either had m  opinion to give ear didn’t know what t© 
thlate*
S*iv© respondent© m m  ©f the ©pinion that Milan had 
a right t© M i l  all the Jews* fhirty-six eases did sat ball ere


m
#£ meisn among the youth that Is probably
mot felt eo muoh by the parents. The Indians are regarded 
most highly by the respondents. Seemd in regard is the Jew, 
for whom the m m m  to heir# ©yopeihr &nd res**
peoi* The largest amotmt ©f ©rtttoiam is levelled against 
the Hegro*
The Hsxicaii-Aiserlean 1ms an identity with the Indian#
It# * *  ITT liarn ^  infc V r% rt ,n  # n ’ ‘Hrife-*l* d  t l f c * *  JR* *©*4MKJ|£ <K-' •-— #* -oeoause mors- or ten titan box* ne mas znsiss oxoou in m s
veins* The Indian doss not ©«pet© with M m mmmm^Lmmlly nor
is he mentioned in the religion* There is# t© mmm extent*
mm identity in visibility traits*
The visibility charac ter is ties ©f the Jew ere; less ap~ 
parent* The Jew <fe es not compete with the ©ag©
ooempa t tonally. Bor is there miach fee© to face sonnet* M  
attitudes toward Jews seemed t© have emanated from the ©hnreh* 
The only identity the H«xl«aii*AM?l©eit bee with the 
Begro is the feet that both are ooaetituenta of minority 
group© and both have been the ©bjeot of discrimination. But 
the Begro im easily recognisable, He ©onetiaes competes for 
jobs# living spae* and reoreatiom* Eh ie also part of a 
p̂ecdt order1* sctieise so far as is no licermed*
Although the majority of the erne#© retain am attitude of tol~ 
©pane© and imdlfferonoe to raoe* mmm m m  prejudicial? be* 
lievings ironically* in ©egrepstiom*.
In the proee&© of adjustment t© the m l  hue of the United
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States* it is regtet&hl© that the Mexioaii^aarieaa met 
alae sesiiss® discriminatory practices*
together' with
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eMldrea* Firgue 1 shews that there are only three -wives over 
age twenty-six* There are six wives under .age twenty-six who 
have aero than two children* Paul H* Landis, in presenting 
differential Wrfe rates for age specific groups of women 
ages 30-44, itss that Maxi earns In the United States reproduce 
at a rate «te«t double that of Anglo-Lrorleans* "Mexican,* 
he observes,. "are ineroseing much » ? @  rapidly than other 
groups* High infant mortality rate© tend to admit the ac­
tual increase of Mexiesn-Aiaerte&xis to mrnrn extent* Tim in- 
creasing age in marriage as shown in this study, m y  also 
prove to he a factor in a decreasing birth rate* Ih* families 
studied in this thesis do not seem to he very large when age 
factors are cons id ©red* Also, age specific birth-rate© do 
not necessarily mean as lacreme in population for there say 
he a corresponding dee line in both married and unmarried males*
Children and Language! In the discussion of language 
use and preference In Chapter VI, eem mention was made of 
language perpetuation* Although Mrs* Tuck, discussing the
Mexican-Am riean indicates that* "The Spanish spoken by 
seeoM-ge&er&tlcm is hybrid Spanish, full of Hispanized Bug- 
lieh wards, Anglicized Spanish words, Bnglish verb ending 
tacked to $pasirih words, mud Ingltsh sentence construction, * 
the Hex! eam*Amer lean to seme extent still prefers to use M s
94 Paul H* Landis, Population Problems! A Cultural 
M M r p r ita t io n  {Mew York* _,Am ericarir,"Boolt“Somjk ny7 H U T T i* *  123*
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Spanish* Whether or not it is hybrid* when lie is conversing 
with fh© I£exiesn-Asser i©an studied. in
title £h©&& ' Is largely a first-generation native hers Amri>- 
©an*
Althoagh eighteen of twenty*© is- oases reporting felt 
that thsy mold rattier umm Spanish with their sM14ff% this 
writer*® opinion would follow that of Mrs* tuok nbni sis® 
• m a m  tot
Very few of the eeeen-gensration write good Spanish*
* * * Unless B®mm&~g®mra, tion minors have specifically 
taken Spanish In school* they emimot it* Bdi« 
torn of Sfa»isfi*lnngmg© papers frankly ad&dt that*In ten years or so* the hulk of their mmm will have to h© printed In English* Moot parents wish their children to epeafe Spanish am well as English* hut tte difflenities in the way of a s©#ond«* ©r tMed-gener* 
&tim person attaining a sonnand of correct* precise* and flexible Span! mh are large*
fhts m s  indicated earlier when twenty~®ight oases replied 
that they could read and wit© English host* Becently* in
California* efforts have been node to teach both Bnglitsh and 
Spanish together .!»'the ©lemutary edheels where there is a 
large tsmaber of pupils whs are of HcdLeea descent*
fhe m  terial presented In this thesis bears wit the 
failure of the langmge to perpetuate itself* All of the 
murrled m m  m m  asked whieh language they preferred to use
95 Roth a. Tuct, gat with the gist, p. us*
96 lMd.» p. 118,
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twenty** feres had mde out alXotnoata to itoir wires* ilissi 
range trass fifty dollars per month in oases '-where ito-re were 
no children# to 120 dollars per month in oases i&ere. there 
wore children* Xu considering all fifty oases# tMrty^aewen 
had made some sonsy aliftvaaees for their families*
there were ■ twelve allowances made out to mothers#
Three oases had mads out allotments hut they were not sure who 
was getting them*
It present, at least, there is no way of taewing tow 
these -allowances ecaâ pured with other specific groups in the 
service nor is there any way to measure tto incomes of the 
ease© before they were in tto armed forces*
Tto discussion ef parental families stowed that in 
the period between 1952 sad 1949# fifty per sent of tto fw» 
iliea had been on relief* Only two to##© reported ttomeXwee 
as being on relief* these scoured in 1956 and 1959* At the 
time amh. ease wa© on relief# -fee parent© were alee receiving 
assistance*
Only feirty*»eig!fct eaem were reported in mak&mg m pro* 
diction about & possible depression* Questions were explain* 
ed in both Bluish ant Spanish* Kxplanatlom were made in
terms- of tto- early 1950fe* Of fees© reporting* twmty*w*en 
felt feat there would be a depression in fee- near Ibturo*
Ttore were four oases who wore of tto- opinion that there would 
not to a dogtireesim* Owen individual* did not tuew or were
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not sure*
It is not known How the Camille© of the married men 
gained subsistence f tb i l*  tHeir husbands wow n o t © anting  an
income* Is a few eases the Rod Cress m s  giving sftft assis­
tance. Bat there is no further Isf creation eeesemieg the
welfare of the families*
Fiunllar in Armed m m ®®* Thm m  were fifteen oases ©bo 
reported that they were the only Innsdlat© wnfters of their 
families who were in the arrod forces* Thirty-fir© oases 
reported brothers in the- services. Their reports totalled 
sixty-five brothers* Added to the thirtypfive oases report* 
tag# it would means that thirty-five 2fta&©eft»AMrlesxi families 
had contributed 100 sons to the armed ft row-* or about 2*9 
per family* Approximately three represent*tires from a fam­
ily contributing ft the war effort is a fair sacrifice from 
the: family.
Ignacio 1* Lopes* commenting on the contribution of
to© Kexiesm-lmericiin te  the armed forces w lt e s t
There were 375,000...in the armed forces* One out Of 
©very two heeds of households had 3s ft their home®--to 
f ig h t .  -to. Cam, to work, to build ships sad planes* and to die* The lists of ci tmtions with Hispanic names ran long in big city d a ilie s  and little country weeklies alike. Sv@ry © so ftiis lty  found it had these  
l i t t l e  Am rims of worth, it found thorn lining on toe. other eideof the tracks* “ill-housed, ill-fed, ill- clothed* **p 7
97 ^Ignacio L. lopes*, in too introduction to Ruth B. 
fuokfs Hot blth the Fist, p. vii.
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Par the little medical attention received, all cases 
hut two pointed cut that either parents paid for the atten­
tion needed or they themselves paid the hills, A public 
welfare agency assisted in the ease of pneumonia and one case 
who served in the Merchant Marine had been treated by the 
ship’s doctor.
With only twelve oases out of fifty having received 
medical or dental attention* it would seem that thirty-eight 
cases were very healthy people or that they had little or no 
opportunity to get medical care or that they were Ignorant 
of the value of such attention.
Secondary Association©! Chapter IV discussed secondary 
associations with which the parental fand lies were affiliated, 
the offspring* as far as formal associations are concerned* 
are only a little more gregarious in that only eleven cases 
cl im membership in any organizations. One respondent said 
that he was a member of Woodsmen of the World* one was in 
the Veterans of Foreign War®, another in an athletic club, 
and wight were affiliated with labor unions*
Mrs* fuck points out that? "The proliferation of 
societies, clubs, and associations which distinguishes Amer* 
ican life ha© not yet intruded upon the coIonia [kexican- 
Am*rleansJ ,« u&ny groups are closed to people of Hess!can
OQ Ruth D. Tuck, got With the Fist, p. 159.
par@tsis 4# not wm.t
4# «9tttx&a % m  tM s  %m m  fo r  t3s#
outside the Imme&imte
to- e s ta b lis h  orgom tm  tioms fat 
to a slow one*
or® ttea half fh# 'm m * s tudied a® 
t a later
Mly jpsuttgasr
s« Simgt® mm  are 
that to ©erne sxisttt* the trend is toward
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CHAPTER XI
iwrnLuiomoE km ̂ LiĤ osircrr
The proceeding chapters have, within the context of the 
data, described a large part of the social heritage of the 
cases studied. Comparisons with the works of others in the 
field of minority studies have shown a pattern of disorgani­
zation in the American society as it is experienced by people 
of Mexican descent*
The attitudes toward social institutions and processes 
may be considered as indices to the un-adjustment as well as 
Maladjustment of these people to a society controlled by a 
legal framework and patterns of mores instituted by hhe major­
ity groups.
The cases being stnditd belong to a class of marginal 
people caught between the ties of culture experienced by 
their parents in Mexico and those of the Anglo-American society.
Disorganization or maladjustment may be manifest in 
various ways? indices in the recognition of disorganization 
are many*
This chapter has selected for brief examination two 
indices that are very significant in demonstrating the extent 
of disorganization. They are wintelligence1 and ^delinquency, *
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This chapter is co ncerned with, exacting briefly the 
products of a social heritage.
Intelligences A strong point in the prejudicial 
attitudes of majority groups is the matter of intelligence 
quotients of the several minority groups, Even where *scien­
tifically0 devised tests have been used for determining in­
telligence* emphasis has been placed largely on a "typical* 
Anglo-American culture experience. Development of testing 
devices has not yet reached a state where precise and scien­
tific generalizations can be made concerning various racial 
or minority groups.
Principally* testing has been in the hands of psycholo­
gists, Ho more definitive statements can be made than those 
of the American Psychological Association in a resolution 
issued in December, 1938, "In the scientific investigations 
of human groups by psychologists* no conclusive evidence has 
been found for racial or national differences in native in­
telligence and inherited personality characteristics,*99 
The resolution also points out that "Racial and national 
attitudes are psychologically complex, and cannot be under­
stood except in terms of their economic, political, and
Psychologists * statement at the Annual Meeting of The American Psychological Association, December, 1938, as quoted by ̂ uth Benedict in Races Science and Politics (Hew Yorks Modern Age Books, 1940) p, 263,
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historical backgrounds.1
Intelligence testing of the cases studied in these 
pages was usually cb ne at inch ction centers where primary 
service classifications were made of all inductees. These 
scores cannot be accurately compared with scores from other 
testing devices, Few, or no* provisions were made to test 
dulture groups separately* In the writer1® observation, all 
tests, received in the armed forces were in the English lang­
uage? they were timed tests? no effort was made to adjust 
tests to those who did not have normal control of the English 
language,
How much influence such types of testing had on the 
scores d*f the cases cannot be determined* Standard scores 
range between minus 2*80 to plus 0,75, The modal concentra­
tion is between minus 0*45 and 0.00. Table XXXVTI shows the 
scores more specifically for forty-nine cases*
Within the forty-nine cases there ie no correlation 
between the scores and the type or classification of crime 
or delinquency. The scores do not seem particularly high? 
the mean is minus 0.93. They must be qualified in terms of 
the resolution presented by the American Psychological Asso­
ciation, which emphasizes economic, political, and historical
Ibid., p. 263. Italics are those of the writer.
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backgrounds# To these should he added the socio-cultural 
environment in its entirety#
TAB IS XXXVII
STAHDARD I# Q,. RATINGS
Mo. of Mo. of Mo.Test Score Cases Test Score Cases Test Score Cas<
-2.80 1 -1.30 2 -0.55 2-2.15 1 -1,25 2 -0.45 2
-2.10 2 -1.15 1 -0.40 3-1.85 1 -1.10 2 -0.35 I
-1.75 1 -1.05 5 -0.15 1-1.60 1 -1.00 4 0.00 1-1.55 1 -0,95 2 40.10 1-1.50 2 -0.90 1 40. 50 2-1.45 2 -0.75 2 40.70 1-1.35 1 -0.65 2 40.75 I
Total number of cases— 49 Mean—  -0.9285 Median-- -1.000 Modal group—  -1.05 to -0.45
Working specifically with groups of children of Mexican 
descent and comparing scores with Anglo-Americans, an experi­
ment carried on by the staff at the University of Denver made 
the following observations ff¥ith non-language test performance 
they /Jlexican-American children] compare favorably with the 
American white when the groups are large enough upon which to 
base a go nclusion..•• 3.0X
Thomas E# Garth, Thomas H. El son and Margaret M. Morton, t,rfhe Admini strati on of Mo n -Language Intelligence Tests to Mexicans,11 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology# Vol. 31, April, 1936, p. $3.
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Although the tests are not similar in content, statis­
tical tabulations on various tests usually conform to similar 
curves when large numbers are examined and standard computa­
tions of scores are made.
The study mentioned above made the following observa­
tions
Where the l.<|.s obtained for the verbal results range from 74 in the fourth grad© to 87 in the eighth grade, with an average I*4. for the total group of 79.5... the I.Q.s obtained for the non-language intelligence test range from 94 in the fourth grade to 113.3 in the seventh grade, with an average i.Q. for the total group of 100.8, While the I.Q. results from the ver­bal test are such as have been found for Mexicans in the United States, the results from the non-language test are rather startling.3*02
How much influence socio-economic conditions, as well 
as such factors as bi-lingu41ism and marginal culture situa­
tions, contribute to the disorganization of individuals af­
flicted %-srith such social maladies cannot yet be measured* But 
culture mis-organisation is a stage in the disorganization of 
the personality and subsequent maladjusted situation in the 
society.
It is doubtful, in the cases studied, that a correc­
tion to the standards used by Dr. Barth in the non-language 
test cited above would show any important degree of improve­
ment in I.Q, except perhaps for a few cases in the higbirr
102 Ibid.. pp. 54-55.
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brackets. Among the cases, standard I• 0,. ranges from normal in 
a few instances through dull-normal in the modal group, after 
which, as is seen in fable XXVXX, there is a steady decline to 
minus 2*80.
Taken fron an environment in w!lich the individual 
could still rely, despite the marginality <£ that environment, 
on the numerical strength of his in-group, and thrust into a 
totally new situation of military life where there was no in­
group to assist in retaining an identity or cohesiveness, the 
individual Mexiean-American obviously had little opportunity 
for a good adjustment. He suffered not only from physical 
characteristics which identified him as a social type, but 
he was also given the disadvantage of being regarded as less 
intelligent. Because of these handicaps, he unwittingly helped 
to establish the stereotype of "Mexican* in the eyes and at­
titudes of his comrades in arms who certainly received no for­
mal instruction concerning minority groups while in the ser­
vice.
One must look beyond the conventional intelligence 
scores to determine reasons for the delinquent position in 
which the cases were found, although the records of the cases 
show a deficiency in intelligence. Bull intelligence is also 
a definite index pointing to ddL inquency.
There is no way in which to compare similar data with 
Anglo-American cases in tfe disciplinary barracksj but it is
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reasonable to assume that-"If the scores were adjusted on a 
non-language basis they would not vary much from those of the 
Anglo-American groups*
In a state of war . emergency* it imy not have been pos­
sible to develop special tests for specific groups of people* 
although there were more than 375*000 Mexican-American service­
men* Yet* it would be fair to assume that a largemajor ity of 
the servicemen of Mexican descent were from the southwestern 
states* It would seem that induction services in those areas 
were familiar with the Mexican-Amer!can and that some emphasis 
could have been placed on a more equitable system of classifi­
cation* Although the Mexican-Ameriban was officially classifi­
ed as white* his very initiation as a serviceman brought with 
it the stigma of his marginal culture as well as the lack of 
understanding and appreciation by Anglo-Americans*
Race*••has a profound social significance*«*Xt is mad© 
the symbol of cultural status and thus serves to Jus­
tify the exploitation of the weaker groups with the 
inevitable political and cultural consequences* Being 
a symbol of cultural status it serves automatically to 
classify individuals* and so to retard their advance 
by limiting their freedom and determining the cultural 
value© 1o which they have access**^
How adequately tests can really determine the native
intelligence of any individual is a moot question and experts
in the field do not consider their results to be absolute,
S* B* Reuter in American Race Problems as quoted by 
Ruth Benedict in Race* Science and Polit'los* p,'~257*
although they do apply results as indices for specific purposes* 
Education is a social process. The extent Of intelli­
gence development relies a great deal on the adequacy of social 
experiences* opportunities, ■ and understanding* Differences in 
language usuage may affect test results of minority language 
groups. In the knowledge of scientists* race or nativity are 
not in themselves responsible for the intelligence of indivi­
duals. Education is a social process. In social groups, Isn^ 
guage usuage is part of the development of the intellect.
Learning a language is essentially a social process.
If a language is spoken only in the class room, it 
will not be well learned and no amount of authoritari­
an pressure can keep a child from speaking the language 
of M s  home on the playground, if he is among other© of his own group*.*>05
Emphasis, then, is placed on the socio-economic caste- 
class occupied by the Kexican-Amer 1 can where education is con­
cerned. This fact also seems to have a bearing on the results 
of various testing devices-.
Of fifty cases there were twenty-one who were reported 
as being frequently gruant from school, nine who were occasion­
ally or periodically truant, and Sour who wore often truant 
because they had to work. Attendance for the remaining sixteen
For a discus 
tics see L, 0. Bunn&nd, 
pp. 90-117.
of race and heredity character! s- 
Dobzhansky, Heredity. Race and
eases was considered good# There is no correlation here 
between number of grades in school and truancy* nor is there 
any correlation between location or sise of community and in­
cidences of truancy#
Although it may not be true in all cases, truancy and 
dropping out of school is often attributed to the fact that 
curricula are not designed to meet the needs of the student* 
Along with other factors such as segregation* prejudice, low 
income status of family and the marginal nature of the parents 
and poorly or inadequately designed school curricula, these 
educational conditions put the Mexican-American in a seriously 
handicapped position when he tried to make as adjustment to 
American life* Speaking of more promising students, lire. Tuck 
reimrks:
Setting beyond the ninth or tenth grade represents 
an almost insurmountable hurdle for the child of 
low income family* It is here that most of the 
educational mortality occurs*..Hi'h school diploma 
in hand, he can usually manage part-time jobs and 
scholarships for coliegef but the last two years of 
high school represtot a grim struggle, in which the 
rest of his family are often unwilling sacrifices*
Unwilling sacrifices are economic sacrifices* But
what can be said of the less promising students who are more
or less average in achievement and who are not able to meet
®promis ing s tandards”?
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Delinquency* In considering delinquency or crime it 
is necessary to point out that these cases are in a peculiar 
position* One cannot he- certain that crimes committed under 
the Articles of War m y  also he considered as crimes from a 
dTil viewpoint* Only six cases of the forty-nine reports 
on reasons for commission can be considered as conventional 
crime* They consist of the followings
1. Assault, with two previous convictions for A¥OL*
2* Assault and insubordination, no previous offenses.
3* Assault, with 13 previous offenses*
4* Assault and insubordination, no previous offenses.
5. Armed robbery and three offenses for AWE*.
6. Theft, escape, AWOii, and five previous AWOI.1 s.
There were two other major offenses peculiar to the 
military pattern. These were desertion and absent without 
official leave* Sentences for all fifty cases ranged between 
one and ten years*
Of the twenty AWOLfs, eight were recidivists, with one 
previous offense, three with two previous offenses, and one 
case had had four similar convictions. The remaining eight 
were ftet offenses.
Of those committed for conventional crimes, two were 
not recidivists, and four had quite extensive criminal records. 
Recidivism seems prevalent among the cases, Whether or not 
the inmates were fully aware of the importance of desertion and 
AW0L is probably based on pheir social exp&ri&noes* With 
little knowledge of the war and why it was being fought, and
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with a poor adjustment to both civilian and army life# their 
awareness of the seriousness of their offenses is not probable. 
In the case of conventional crimes« similar records were held 
in civilian li£ef except for those two who were serving first 
offenses* Apparently the oases had undergone no treatment 
processes# and with inadequate opportunities# crime is easily 
a consistent result*
The civilian records of the inmates do not# on the sur­
face# speak well for the respondents* Of fifty cases reporting# 
forty-three had been arrested on one or more occasions* Seven 
cases had never been arrested*
Two classifications we © made of arrests in civilian 
life. They were based upon whether or not arrests had led to 
serving a sentence in any type of penal insitution* The first 
classification includes those who had received sentences of 
a month or longer, and the second includes persons who were 
sent to jail for sentences under a month in duration.
Of the forty-three cases arrested there was a total 
of 170 arrests.? but only twenty-eight had served for periods 
of one month or more# and twelve persons had been committed 
to jail for a matter of days. The average stay in jail of 
the latter group was 10.8 days. The average stay in the 
former case was 15.18 months. The shortest period in the 
on© case was one day and the longest was twenty-five. In the 
other, the longest period was sixty months (one case had served
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two thirty-month sentences }$ the shortest period was one month# 
Table XXXVIIX gives-the charges brought against the 
oases who had served sentences. A total of forty-three sentences 
were served by twenty-six men#
TABLE XXXVTII
m m m s s s  of cases who had siohved s b m e b c b s
II CXYILIAH USB 
Offense Humber of
commissions
Armed robbery 1
Burglary 4
Carrying conoealed weapon and burglary 2
Forgery 1
Larceny 1
Attempted larceny 1
Crand tbeft 1
Car theft §
Petty theft 4
Assault 4
Vagrancy 2
Disturbing the peam  4
Drunkenness 10
Hon-support 1
Probation violation 1
Bo draft card 1
Total sentence© 43
Of the 170 arrests mad® in civilian life, there were 
forty-three convictions that led to some form of jail sen­
tences, which were served by twenty-six oases#
Mrs# Tuck, speaking of delinquency of the llexican- 
Amerleans in her study, observes thati
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The police frankly admit that they arrest any Mexi­
can* particularly a laborer* who seems■to hare been 
drinking* while they exercise greater leniency to­
ward other groups.*.they feel that the person of Mexi­
can extraction has a greater propensity for *get ting 
into trouble* after having a few drinks, ’They also 
admit that this vigilance has no appreciable effect 
in reducing adult arrests for drunkenness...^ 7
Progressive views in law enforcement* whether they are 
in civilian or military classifications look for causes other 
than ignorance of the law as such* or personal neglect of the 
law. Mrs. ‘ruck* after pointing out that in Descanso, the toim 
she studied, delinquents were concentrated in certain under­
privileged ecological areas* commentsi
Among law-enforcement and probation agencies in Bes- 
canso, one could count the-persons who have any know­
ledge of a Mexican home on the fingers of one hand—  
and there would still be five fingers left. 'The score 
among educators is higher* but inf ini tisimally so.
¥hat Jggwledge there is often goes to feed the stereo-
At the time the esses used in this study were inter­
viewed, the cases claimed only eleven broken families. Cross­
checking records point out some inaccuracies. In terms of 
family units discussed earlier* step-parents, and in one case 
an aunt and uncle, w e  considered in the family unit for 
purposes of statistical classification of family units, and 
because the respondents regarded them in that light* But over
107 Ruth D. Tuck, got With The Fist, p. 215.
IMi*. p . 120.
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a period of twenty years, eighteen families had been broken by 
death of one parent. In moot cases a good adjustment was not 
achieved with step-parents. In eleven eases it was the loss 
of the father| in six eases the mother and one case had lost 
both parents*
Besides families broken by death of parents there were 
three cases of divorce, three desertions by fathers, and 
seven 'separations. ; ' •
Although the family may have been a strong and stable 
uni t in Mexico, adverse social and economic conditions seemed 
to have forced failures in the families : residing in America* 
Economic instability, poverty, ignorance, and lack of 
medical attention, poor sanitary conditions, and failure of 
recognition by the cassminity of these circumstances are 
directly responsible for some of the deaths of the parents.
Of the reasons for death, there were five who had died of 
tuberculosis, four of pneumonia, as many of heart trouble, 
and a couple of industrial' accidents. In the three oases of 
desertion, economic difficulties were given for the reasons, 
as was likewise true in the separation oases. So reasons 
were offered in the divorce actions.
■€
As juveniles, eight cases had been committed to reforma­
tories or detention homes a total of eighteen times. Here, 
the maximum confinement was nineteen months and the niminum, 
three days. One case had been committed on seven different
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o ocas ions*
Mo cross-check can be made, bat it seems that the re­
spondents did not come from families which were criminally 
delinquent* One father had servd a sentence for illegal 
immigration and seven cases reported brothers who had been 
convicted of crimes. But except for these seven brothers, 
further information on family delinquency is not available, 
Another factor considered was the extent of the work 
history of the individual la civilian life* Thirty-nine re­
ports were'available for analysis* Of these, nineteen had a 
fair work history* that is* nineteen cases worked steadily 
when they had a job* Eight cases had good work histories with 
steady employment and regular attendance at work* Twelve had 
poor work histories} both their jobs and attendance were 
irregular.
Of the fifty cases, seventeen were diagnosed as need­
ing psychiatric treatment and social therapy on a * severe11 
basis| some of the cases were extremely sick socially., nine­
teen cases were considered fralld*1 psychological cases} that 
is, the difficulties were not severe. But only fourteen were 
regarded as fairly stable and capable of rehabilitation in a 
short period of time after di scharge*
Eleven cases made occasional to frequent use of mari­
huana! on® of these also- had used opium and another made use 
of other drugs.
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flier© were thirty-three oases who used alcohol to excess* 
Nearly half of these were alcoholics5 the others had chronic 
ailments* One case, for example, would not drink for several 
weeks to a few months and' then would stay drunk for a long tine,—  
until his money was gone.
This thesis is not concerned with justifying the inmates 
for the circumstances existing in their particular cases,.
Certainly the psychiatric staff and the sociological division 
at the institution were doing a tremendous job in administer­
ing their services} there is no question of the integrity of 
the resourcefulness of the"staff for they worked under less 
than minimum operating conditions and they did not have the 
resources to contend folly with the problems.
Treatment of delinquents is more than a medical or 
psychiatric task for many of the men had records of delin­
quency over a long p  riod of their lives. The task i.s one 
of full utilization of social resources* For example, to 
this writer’s knowledge, except for the assistance offered by 
the Bed Cross, there were no social workers to assist in the 
reformation or rehabilitation of the- men upon discharge. Such 
activities as sound economic set-ups, elimination of dis­
criminatory practices oeCp&tlonally, and careful supervision 
of educational programs f&y both the minority and majority 
could have been utilized to good effect. They w e e  not in 
the hands of staff workers, but in the society as a whole.
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Along with, others who fall afoul of the law, the 
Mexican suffers from certain well-known faults in 
our system of law enforcement and criminal justice*
He is arrested many times for trtrial causes. He 
is detained in jail unnecessarily long* He is mis­
treated by the police* In court, his case suffers 
many times for want of legal assistance, an inter­
preter, and witnesses. Often he finds that the 
easiest way out is to plead guilty to a leaser 
offense. His financial straits, as well as his fre­
quent inability to .communicate with friends, often 
result in his being imprisoned for nonpayment of 
fines* While numerous arrests and frequent con­
victions of Mexicans tend to make it appear that 
they are inclined to be delinquent, it is likely 
that such things rather point to misfortune, the 
lack of ingenuity and resources, and, in some instances, 
perhaps some discrimination against them. ...Perlpps 
no class feels the- etlcts of this type of injustice 
mor© than the Mexicans. 109
It is difficult, under a war emergency, to define 
desertion and AWL, Perhaps the latter may be considered in 
the light of absenteeism from an industrial plant or an office 
job and the former as qitting the job without notice and with­
out intention of resuming work. The analogy is over-simplified 
of course and there may he varying degrees in either case.
In wartime this offense desertion customarily is 
tried by a general court. After charges are pre­
ferred— usually by-fee company commander— it is 
obligatory that the charges be investigated with 
* impartiality* by another officer. The army views 
this practice as roughly equivalent to a grand 
jury investigation in civil procedure.xx**
TAG P. I#. Warns!mis,. *Grime and Criminal Justice**, p. 338, 
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report 
on Crime and The Foreign Born (United States Government Priat- 
“  ̂ * ^ c e ,  Washington, ifsTT)
1X0 Loyal 6. Oosptbn, "Khaki Justice". Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 173, p. 48. ----- ---------
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Hie uniformed miscreant. * .has no recourse to civil 
courts; he forefeits that const!tutional franchise 
and other civil liberties when he takes his oath 
of induction*
If there was disorganisation in civilian life, it 
would seem that a transfer to military status would not 
mitigate or correct that disorganisation* Rather, it seems 
that the degree would have grown greater. There is almost 
complete disorganization among the cases* Ho better treat­
ment was offered to the inmates in their military role than 
in civilian status*
Summarya Intelligence of the cases statistically 
seems to be rather low* Computed to standard, the I* C|.f s of 
the cases are not very favorable* It is possible that the 
I* 0,* of the average case- w m  ■ lower than the average on non- 
Mexican groups in the institution. It is also possible that 
given non-language tests, there might be a comparable statis­
tical X,§. curve for all -groups.
In the light of information gained from previous 
chapters and with the assumption that education is a social 
process, it is not surprising to find opportunities of 
these Mexican-American for achievement in education res treat­
ed socially and handicapped by the marginal culture of the 
parental families.
111 Ibid.. p. 46
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If statistical compilations carried the same curves 
as those made by the University of Denver, there would seem 
to be less co rrelation between low intellegence and delinquency 
and more correlation between delinquency and the social environ­
ment*
It is this writer's opinion that in the oases of de­
sertion and AVOL, and perhaps to some extent in the other 
case© of crime, there was little or no understanding of the 
responsibility of a soldier during a war as far as the res­
pondents were concerned. These persons had undergone no pro­
cess of indoctrination or education and they seem to know 
very little about why the war was fought, nor did they seem 
to know much about the nations concerned in the war. Whether 
or not prison sentences will cure such a malady can not be 
discussed in this thesis*
The cases seem to have all -the social and cultural 
factors systematic of crime and delinquency. Apparently 
there is low intelligence. There are psychopathic cases and 
other need social therapy in varying degrees. There .are low 
incomes and. poor housing conditions with apparently little 
recreational facilities available for youth* .Education is 
not designed to- meet particular needs and in cases where 
there is adequate education there is occupational prejudice 
because of • race. * Broken homes in one form or another are 
evident in many of the eases. There is bias found in
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authorities and agencies dealing with the delinquency of the 
Mexi can-Amer lean*
'The social heritage of the cases does not seem pre­
dict ire of healthy, normal living patterns. ¥ithin the 
context of the data there are indications that offspring of 
cases irill live under circumstances that are not much better.
m m t m  m
18 8 8
cl&ssifleation did not r®m&m 
frmt tSm attitudes of m n  &m&
I m m  soldisrs of
tn tli© ©experience of th©
in the
typ© m s  brought out 
tbs ©eseatton of hostilities In 
fairly larg© group of
ftess non nit
a
in M s
until erne soldier* an inti
no it* fix* first
a * Msaelosxt** fin ©an© trsatRsnt of quo© tlenlng and 
w m  not neMsd on all troopsf only tfcoss of li
by nooidnnt on M s
officer did not tMxde it fit to ©sspisin or
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for M s  actions far the- benefit of the l%sioan»American 
s. A few weeks latert the situation m s
for mn assault charge by an unidentified 
d», no Mexic an~Ameri can wee guilty*
In a training oaffltp In Califb rnia previous to 
or cr seas, the fitter spent some time with interested 
friends holding classes for Hex!e&n«Araerican troops, 
vainly in a short period of ties to teach m m  of the® to 
read and write a little ling 11 ah, as well as reading and 
writing letters for them*
Both situations suggest the stereotype of "Mexican** 
except that on the one hand the Mexican -American soldiers 
were guilty of no crimss, and on the other they expressed 
a keen desire for learning in their free time*
Seeds of Social Illness; ‘Be pattern 
outlined in the preceding chapters points ou' 
the social illness of the cases concerned in
With the history of stable families behind them in 
tfc Imxicm culture* the families of the cases are fouhd to 
be disorganized in the American scene#, There are 
causal factors for this situation* Initially, tl 
tla Migration from the homeland to a new and different 
culture.
Reason© for leaving the heme land seem to- he divider 
©scape from revolution and $h& hop© ef finding 
work and eoono&te security, Bvidenc© ©eon® to point sore to 
the latter situation* especially where there has been 
labor recruitment by various indueiriok in the United States,
In both vmmmrn for leaving Mexico* there is reason to be- 
lire* the seeds of disorganisation had already sprouted, 
flie former no tire indicates an upredtisg by political fee tore 
and tlx latter suggest© the idea that economic security in 
Ite&ee w j  dlsdnisMag in character.
Arriving in the Uni tod Statee* the Mexican found him* 
©elf without skillsf or he found tfcrt skill© need in a self- 
sufficient family war# not in desmd by Aiserican industry 
or agriculture, Bet bad only c m  alter no tire and that was 
to become an v.undkllled laborer, His wife had* in Ilexieo* 
a series of hcsss duties that required skills and training 
that she was unable- to make use of is America*. Of sen she 
was repaired to work with her bsstamd is the fields when 
contracts called for the labor of the whole family* or iM&r® 
reananemtiess for the tmbbsnel was so lew ae to force the wife 
to m  pplesiont the fsmily income, VIth eirctusstaxtee* such as 
these* tndltiesal control© of parents ewer children Is the 
family were reduced is both structure and strength* It im 
difficult to decide whether or sot living condition* were 
better in Mexico* for specific values would hare to be measured*
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But evidence has M e n  presented in these pages ■ to stow
♦
sufficiently that the family did not neet minimum standards 
of food, ole thing* and shelter! that both adult mortality 
and infant mortdl ity were mite high and that exploitation 
hy employers and business men was severe, The migratory 
oharaeter'of work m s  also niton a deterrent in stable 
family relatiotoiips. Tin condi U  on in A m r i c m  was net 
much better than ft was in Mexico,
AttL tudes of Anglo-Americans toward the immigrant were 
on the plane of •racial*discrimination and/or prejudice, The 
Mexican m i  c o m  idered inferior to the •white,11 His inferior* 
ity was exposed to be manifest by M s  skis color, his 
apparent dull intelligence, his •different11 behavior patterns, 
tbs ease with which he could be fooled or cheated, his 
failure to aspire to any extensive ownership* and M s  apparent 
submissiveness to authority, It has been shown that on 
occasion terrorist means were used to maintain this subisis si ve­
na ss, Ab for the failure of property acquisition*
Tin average Mexican in this country has had to live 
from day to day, or at least from pay-day in the 
strictest sensef to has been poor and his incentives to seek hit* er status limited, 113
■0oft rol over the family m m  restricted by several
factors, First, of course, was the change of the economic
base of the family and changed work patterns of the parents,
113 Ruth D. ruck, .got With the Flat, p. 99.
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sib unit* ’tier© was a
assooiatlon* vlth w@m broadened school»
tils oaqplolta ©f oldor testbew and sis tan sad cboomtion* 
on tlis etreats of out*grottg**»~»dld not want to be included 
im « slMtoiiad social lntcrncticst* the pattern* of Miasrtor
*f itas e M l d m  %m m stmngs and different tftm @^pr©l to 
tli belmTior of tte parents in thotr own snutfc* The dmuads
q.-eticr p®
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have tad a fair degree of lability, 
has a tendency to diminish as families begin to possess their 
own homes# Moves hare often covered long distances and reasons 
for w ring were economic in nature#
fte size of the fundly m s  quite large# the average 
family a ® B g  ihejeases was 8*92# including the parents or t m  ily 
heads# Are rage sis® of fasdly including parents as indicated 
in early 1940 census reports in the United States m s  5.8. 23d 
In the Unit & States# *the rsod &X 
of all Individuals related to the 1b ad of the 
under a cossaou roof** in 1930 was 3*8# A 
if It included the grand-ehildren of the 
tbs average **ocftal family* of the 
greater# 315
fife p. rents were not very well educated# 
jdb s were seldom semi-skilled or sk tiled. Their 
usage in the home is apparently a sort of hybrid 
sprinkled with A n #  to isms# The m o m m y  of the family even dur­
ing the UccBtotim @ did not reach national averages! in de­
ll mes# half the families admitted being on public 
bib® rolls, and usually tier® m s  disdain of charity#
eph K# , bloom# The 
(lota kiley and Sons# Inc## LoSfoh# © * p#
p# 134.
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The family did not seem to participate in extra- 
family aetivitto s as a unit except in some economic functions. 
There were only a few secondary associations socially. Only 
a few ‘belong in clubs or organizations.
In the opinion of the reopen? erib% jp&rents were not 
delinquents. Records allowed only one .sentence served by a 
pcrer*. Iku/evor, there was a oo2*sid<=r able amount of alcohol-* 
ism. Ceparations and divorces suggest the possibility of 
so* delinquency. Hal treatment of children was indicated 
in more than a dozen' abstracts of the recordsf -they ruos t 
often seemed to consist of disciplinary action© inflicted 
upon the children and frustrations produced social and econ­
omic m&lad juatne nt. Parents with only their own experiences 
as children to guide them could not understand the behavior 
of their offspring who did not confom to patterns’of bbedieace 
as did the pa routs in Mexico.
In eoncluci on, the cares lived, in their youth, a 
aourgirea life d by the conflict at cultures experienced
by the &  rents The <t sorgo nidation ch.'̂ rr-cterie iio in the 
personalities of the caseo had a beginning in the disintegration 
of control exercised by the family. In turn, family control 
was influenced by change of environment and inadequacy of 
and inability to cope with resources for adjustment in a 
chhnyed environment . The primary social heritage of the 
respondents did not encourage stable social situations*
, or 
sod, al tJw w  used tit# Spt 
i« without
their m m m m i  ties, 
in m e n  ox
ish language as a 
in Spa
especially where new easterns* traditions and inventions were 
concerns d* These new demands were in part responsible for 
the hybridisation of the.‘.language# On the ether hand* the 
scope of learning in the !3i
by poor e&i ool attendance, poorly equipped schoolsf 
curricula* and in cone case® segrc 
u&g# did not develop as a capable or efficient means of self 
express ion either in an. economic or a social sense* All but 
one of the cases epdee with an aceext * Even the hybrid 
Spanish has been shown to be incapbbls of expression in the 
"fSexicam11 oormmni ty. The accented and poor control of Hug- 
11 sh in the An# e-American society m s  seen to be a drawback 
in social adjustment mad was expressed as a reason 
crimination in son# cases* The Mexican-Amgrican rei 
does not smhi to desire- to lose his language as a 
Yet he usually reads a M  writes better in English and to uses 
Bn# Ish much more €  ten than his parents, lie seems to desire 
too, that his own offspring should use good Spanish* Unless 
other B® asures* such as may be taken by school systems with
i t s
M~Iittgu&l curricula* assist in tfce preservation of'the 
laî t*sge* it trill diminish is ms# and tepsrtr.mo#.
bluestloai desire eimerttioa and
they foal that it is taper Although tta formal education
of the nassc tes sot ojctoaeiw# attitudes cypres sod as to 
its values ^re readily siade# fliaea attitudes weft varied*
#s&1& e d u ca tio n  f o r  i  t s e l f  &■£ le a rn in g *  as a K^aas f o r
lie  ^ te r in g  economic r e la t io n s h ip s *  sad f i n a l l y  as an In tro d u c tio n
to tat tor mys a-f ilvtep# *Ii© respondents did sot aspire 
mieh to grastn ar* as caressed Isgpr t-;eir &igbitlciisr hut *̂ r?* 
Eiorci modest in thclr drc >jbc* Thar* wore nearly tviee as 
m a y  whs preferred to l o a m  sMXXo rai&er teen *s*ou»#
Among those dec iringpro f esci ana* Hour wrntod to bn m;sieiasts# 
fir re is a constant iaterest 1® ntr-la mtng thee# foozle#
flare is no is the ett1t»tS#s " o a M  edtm.i£cm
systematic of inferiority faelirras trrnard it or of a feeling 
of ineapebili ty of good r^rentionnl MhiOTOBssnt*. liis a- M  
for gofrg to school m b  recognised* end the desire far attend* 
s m ®  ins expressed* irmaitey* although fro client* had other 
reasons than vilful negicet of aehool* iuaosg these reason©
should bo considered seercgatecl sehcolF* te fliers *#te pro m t  
familiar with the culture of pupils of I lexica® dncc&nt* poor 
educational plamjijsy* afi I #  of public interest In the par- 
iicr.ftar minority rffomp pins tfce economic factors involved#
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m great deal of M e  mate selection together with M s  *race* 
identity| he doesn’t know very msmk about lexioo m  & he has 
seldom been there* M i  fluency 1 m Spaniel is diminishing*
Com e m l n c  ^  United States. It would take a home 
wi th a gassraaie* of a good plane of living to induce the re­
spondent to live in Mexico. Most of them prefer the United 
States. Only a few speak of going to Mexico, those who 
have been in Mexico liked it there, but for the most part 
preferred to live in the Uni ted states.
But in the United States they were aware of discrimin­
ation. They did hot understand why there whould be prejudice, 
although they knew it was because they wer# '♦Mexican. •
Their parents had had m tradition of racial tolerance,
Preoccupation with skin colors, as we know it, 
does not exist*,.f that is cob* thing we tad t© learn
from you people*1 the coIonia remarks. U S
Them is almost no prejudice extended toward the In­
dians. Anti-semi tic attitudes were small and were either re­
ligious in origin or were gained through anti-Semitic propa­
ganda. With the llegro, there is a larger gap between pre­
judice and tolerance, legroes occupy a lower rung in the 
caste-class hierarchy m A  have become a scapegoat for the 
confused Mexican-Americmn. But even so, the majority do not
ilg Ruth D. Tack. Sot With tie gist, p. 134.
mi
belieye in segregation.
Mcxi0 Ti cans are aawsre of their low ea8ts-»£laes
statue, li t do not sees to understand it fully.
But they do tere pride in fretr own race* la tbs
Spanish, J|a rasa {the race) dees not bare the sans coimot-
ation that the term carries among- Anglo-Americans. Ba »sa
refers to *tbe Mextosa* or people of Mexican descent and the
term is used among- them with pride, The Haslsaiiwdansrieaa
esa fl nd no word in his language that is synonymous with
•TO©#* used in a prejudicial sense. He must use sentences to
describe or express that idea. E» 1® proud of being Mexican*
He likes the language, the music, and the ko» b« .Be has a
loydt ty to Mexi co eren If he has nerer been there. Mrs.
Tuck has pointed out that 1 The mm the disclaims |a rasa
will & nd that neither money nor m y  other sort of influence
will ecnuponsate for M b error** H6
In 1934 Paul S. Taylor, studying *ths Mexican Problem1*
in Texas, observed that
...faced with the tdiito attitude toward the Hegro and with the Mexican desire to. raise their st ading in a community^dominated bgr whites, the Mexicans hare boon Impelled away from their early tolerance of tb ilegro toward adoption of the attitude of the whites, m i  toward© efforts to present thsmselres in the eye® of the wM tes as a group dissociated fro®, and scarier b negroes. 11*?
116 Hutfa X*. fuek, got Ulth th» Fist, p. 134. 
317 Paul S. Saylor, An Aaer ican-Kexlc an Frontier. p. 297.
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ISvidenee presented in diis study seems to bear out 
Dr* Taylor’s thesis. It seems that a “peck orders* with a 
social and economic basis is being firmly established.
The respondents like the United States. Their major 
reason is that the United States is their native country.
They like the education and they aspire to economic gain.
They like the liberty and freedom. But they condemn the 
racial discrimination. As a matter of fact, all the cases 
who criticized the United States did so because of such 
dis criminal! on.
They could not define democracy and some were bitter 
because democracy was not practiced. The oases were not sure 
of what commu&ifca was; their attitudes were divided equally 
between favorable and unfavorable opinions. Only eight 
cases could define fascism, and none of them had a favorable 
attitude toward that ideology. But many of them did not 
like Franco’s government in Spain aid felt that somsthing 
should be done about it. They did not know who should do 
it or exactly why.
Knowledge of other Latin American countries did not 
appear to0 extensive; political or ideological structures and 
philosophies seemed to have no meaning or vd ue. Most of 
the knowledge <f foreign countries was hear-say.
The respondent did not know \hy he was a soldier. His 
reasons for the United States participating in the war were 
vague and uncertain. He either had an ideological motivation
or
be
an
felt that the mat m m  profitable for the rich* Although 
felt that he Might he defending the United 
aggressor on the one hand# he did not* on the other hat 
wtet fascism ms, it is sfljmut wrmimtvrnXy agreed hj 
that there will he mother var, Although
v if any, hostile 
$ ■. *pr . v*r+*m*v-m will he a
met, however, ;M s h  to 
IMxlmn^Imerican respondent does set know very 
M e  religion* H® llltoe M s  priest hut does mot
A
f /the Pope is* He has! no ill feeling toward other
/ i
or sects hut he foe Is that individual® should
fpmvt blb fatally hut he does mot demy the right of freedom of
/■■'" '; / / ' ■
religion* He eeone to think that there 1«
that all
for c
Ld rather school than
mot as good
to Hi® using any 
no relif̂ . ous 
to a public 
is
parents* He oec©s to be attend* 
in his younger
consis
the object of diff­
iculty getting in a skilled
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he has seldom had opportuni ty to get training In skilled 
trad#® or in profession®, lie ha© sot had the tradition or 
esqpsrieiice e£ la her organisation. But he is sympathetic 
in M s  attitude toward labor groups. Be condones the use 
of the strike a® a trade union right and quite often would 
export a strike. He does not think that theifeis racket­
eering in labor. He agrees that strike® are bad t M s p  
but he also agrees that they seem to be necessary* He seems 
favorably inoL ined toward labor organization. Historically, 
woxk ers of Mexican descent have been :malr treated. On occasions 
there M s  been sheer brutality and terrorism. There seem® 
to often be suppression and intimidation. Am m worker, 
tie Mexican-American ha® been forced into a position of racial 
competition for economic statu®.
The Hespcndent*®. Own familyt Of those respondents 
who were married, there was an average of 1.85 children 
per family. Including the p, rent s., family sis# leaps to 
3.85 which, compared with the national average of 3.8 indicate® 
tie possibilities of families X&rgir than the average Aaer- 
i can family. :ihe oldest wife la thirty-one years old and the 
oldest husband, is thirty-tlr ee. If the end of the child- 
bearing age is forty-four years, there is a mianimus of 
eleven, years remaining in the child-bearing age of the oldest 
wife. Tie youngest wife was eighteen, leaving a maximum of 
twenty-six years of oMXd-becr ing period* But child-bearing
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seems to occur at a later age and marriage takes place at 
a later period than did marriages of parentsf hence, the 
families of the respondents may be smaller than the parental 
families. If access to medical attention is Judged on the 
basis of that received by the respondents a© civilians* 
tier© does not seem much possibility of a decrease in in­
fant mortality rates.
The prospect of large families does not speak well for 
a stable economic base in the future. Although there were 
service allowances nade out for families in most of the fifty 
eas#s, family siso would Indicate that there was a  sub­
standard income for the family. A wife and one child would 
receive a maximum of #78.00 per month on tie service allowance., 
But with the husbands institutionalised, most of the pay 
and allowances were curtailed.
It might be pointed out that the policies of hiring 
and firing workers in areas where there are racial prejudices 
and minority groups tend tehire last and fire first the 
lowest group on the caste-class scale. Thus, the respondent 
may not only have difficulty in job places©nt upon discharge, 
but he may have difficulty retaining a position. In con­
sidering employment, the respondent is in a position not much 
in$*mfve& over that of his parents and in m me cases his 
position may be even worse.
Although there have been, according to the statement s 
of the cases, no divorces, desertions, or separations as 
yet, there is sound reason to believe that the family is
factors.
i, the use of marihuana asd in some eases
'fairly low intelligence, lack of 
and the ere r-pre sent discrimin-
itation are further indices of potential broken families* 
There seems little hop# for at least two-thirds <f
children. It la possilbe that psychiatric taw 
social 1hcrapy aa after-care upon
treme ly helpful* But «na the most shilled workers would 
h# of little value if there were no sedure socio-economic
As for the single men, about half of
I out service allotments 
from the same social 
>* It i® i M  he safe to cay that 
h» Us with the mrried »© n, if 
car# upon discharge, there is a good
are poor 
is no follow-up
remains in the m M d  forces* Aside from desertion and XW L  
and even with an arbitrary discount for discriminatory 
motivations in making arrests and convictions, the records 
of all fifty eases do not speak well for then# Seek 
things as chronic aleholiem and the use of drugs cannot 
easily he brushed aside* They are glaring factors that 
point up t&ft environment, supervision, control, and incent­
ive ub @d in each case. They are social symptoms as veil as 
personal symptoms. Unless there is follow-up care and 
unless the Me^caa-American* a environment is re-organised, 
there is no reason to believe that there will he any 
appreciable rehabilitation or ref c m .
It is w$tortwato, iof course, that desertion and 
AUCH must he- defined in a 3s gal frsae work. Mkmr® there is 
ignorance of tbs 3a w, failure to understood responsibility 
in a definite social situation { in this © m m  m military 
situation) cannot Wholly be dealt with in term of law, eve© 
though order must be maintained in a war emergency. The 
social psychology of the two types of offenses has act 
been studied. It Ip this writer1©  opinion that it cannot 
be approached scientifically unless cases are dealt with 
Individually, It was only through a study of a great number 
of cases that tenable scientific conclusions can be drawn, 
t̂ftftsther or not serving a prison sentence is a proper
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approach tomrd mitigating th© ©Til of desertion and AbDXt 
Is debateable, It ma^ he argued that social control m s  
accessary* a@ indeM it ms, But smtqr cases mre recidivist. 
Punishment did not seem to deter the delinquent, In one m m  
there mere thirteen offenses! It Is not p® bable that a ten 
year mat m m  ’will hire a curative or rehabilitative effect 
in such a case*
there is a need for defining m  considering such 
off83© es not in the light of a w  emergency but in toms 
of the social heritage mud: th© social development of the 
individual, therapy or even punishment* if it want he 
considered ncessary, should he guided less by legalists 
and more by persons skilled in interpreting the social 
factors leading to delinquency and abb t© recognise Qym&tosm 
of maladjustme^b # to diagnose them, and to prescribe therapy, 
More than tha t, basic ©oclo-econoiaic m m  and recog­
nition must he offered on an aqu&litarian basts if both 
social and personal illnesses and maladjustments are to decline 
in number and strength,
jlXBMOCmiT
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AHPisraix c
Appendix 0 is an excerpt from Ruth B. Tuck*s lot With 
the fist , which discusses the terms w Meric an51, ffMaxican-AmericanR, 
and ?tAnglo-American#ft fhe excerpt has been selected .from the 
introduction to Mrs. $uc2c*s study*.
lords are important in minority and racial questions-~ 
the careless use of a lower-case letter in discussing 
the Negro would no constitute a fatal error* A casual 
word, ??Chinaman,n would today be an insulting solecism 
to the group concerned* Persons of Mexican origin and 
extraction object strongly to the classification of 
11 Mexican, legro, and white,*1 not because they are asham­
ed of Mexican origin, but because they consider this 
terminology a sign of exclusion from the dominant group* 
"Americans and Mexicans11 is not legally Incorrect, from the point of view of citizenship, in many cases, but it 
also carries the connotation of exclusion* One might correctly designate the Mexic an-American group as ^persons 
of Mexican or igin and Americans of Mexican descent,n 
but this is not a phrase which fits handily into sentence 
structure* And, furthermore, how should one character­
ise the other group? As Americans of what descent? Of 
^polyglot,n possibly, but that is hardly a term which, 
the general reading public will accept easily. I have 
fallen back on a circumlocution which, while ethnolog­
ically incorrect, is in common use throu^iout the South­
west and seems to give less offense than other classific­
ations. It is that of 11 Anglo-American1* and *fMexican-Amer­
ican.** It unfortunately carries a strong odor of the 
North European superiority complex* but it seems to con­
stitute the best compromise under the clreumsfanees • Wherever the context permits, however, the classification 
of Mexican-Americans and other Americans** is used, as app­
roximating more closely the effect desired.1
1 Suth 25. fuck, Not With the fist, p. 3dht#
APPENDIX D 
Mobility of the Family
lumber of mows within th© oit y limits*
Wo* of cases total moves
1 reported as moving often
1 reported moving but did not
report number of moves donft know
14 oases reported a total of 4a
# Mean number of moves not including
case with fifty moves is 3.428
Mean number of moves including the
case with fifty moves is 6.530
'Total of moves covering state to state
13 cases reported making 16
1 case reported making several
Total moves covering three states
J case reported making 3
Total cases moving between Mexico and tte U.S.
4 cases reported making 4
Moves reported to California
from Ho« Oases
Texas 3Arizona 4
1 4Colorado 1
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APPETOIX K
Grains from the Recent War
What was
g a i n e d  Frequency
' lothing was gained 28
It is better to rule than be ruled l
More freedom and some liberty §
Ihe rich only gained 3
A little security was gained 2
A lot more was lost 1
We are not enslaved 1
We gained freedom 2
Don1! know 2
Mexicans would be treated the
same anyway 1
Some got rich 1
Stop ed enemy from coming here 2
APPETOIX %
Attitudes toward the Pope
Attitude frequency
Pope represents God xHe is necessary (to the church) 3Pope performs the mass. xH e Is the right person for the job 1 He should be respected xHe is a good person 9There is nothing wrong with him 1The Pope must be obeyed 2He has done nothing to us 3
He is only a guide in the church XHe is a good mortal. ( a goodbusiness man on the side) 1Ho complaint about the pope 1
He is necessary to rale the ehnrda 1Pope is a racketeer lHe is not goodj a crook and a cheat 2 He has a good business 1Pope is a politician XHo not think about the Pope 2Ho report XHon*t know who the Pope is X2Honft know what to think of him XIndifferent | nothing to say 4
APPENDIX X
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THE VIRGIN OF GUAMLWm
Do you believe In the Virgin of Guadalupe? 
Belief Frequency
Yes
No
OoMients: One case stated that he did not
believe blindly, and another had the divine 
image tattooed on his back#
Note:
In the history of Mexico in the eighteenth cen­
tury, a peon was reported as having seen a vision, fhis 
vision, the Virgin of Guadalupe was an Indian woman. Al­
though the Indians believed in herf the Spanish rulers and 
the church rulers put little eredulenee in the idea. She 
represents the first Indian addition to the Christian idea.
The respondents had little to tell of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. Their belief in their religions was not one that 
they could explain.
More Important to Mexico was the political aspect surround­
ing the Virgin of Guadalupe. In the early nineteenth century 
under father Hidalgo, who accepted the Virgin, the revolt 
against Spain m s  begun.
This historic situation is of deep and broad interest 
but is not discussed more fully because of its irrelevance 
to the nature of the thesis.
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Bid Hitler hay© the right to kill Jews?
APPEWKDC W 
Attitudes Toward Jews
Answers
Indifferent 2
Reason
Yes because:
They control the country lThey started the war 1They hilled Jesus 2
They tried to control Germany 5
Wo because:
Wo one has the right to hill 9Oan*t explain it 1Everyone has a right to live 7Jews are human beings like us 14All m m  are equal 1Wot all Jews are bad 1Jews did not try to hill Hitler lJews did not harm 1They are rich I
